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1 Preface

StreamLab Improvements

StreamLab 2.3 is a browser-based interface for parsing, analyzing, and displaying data
streams.You can now read and write to CSV, XML, and JSON files from StreamLab. 
StreamLab 2.3 also lets you read and write to external data sources, including Oracle,
PostgreSQL, MySQL, Teradata, and Microsoft SQL Server. StreamLab 2.3 also lets you
create sinks. Sinks can serve as data sources for other StreamLab projects. StreamLab 2.3
also adds a number of new analytics, including pivot, time sort , window, partition window,
and GroupRank.

For a tutorial on using new StreamLab features, please see
http://thyrd.org/sqlstream/tutorials.html. This tutorial walks you through the process of
installing s-Server, installing StreamLab, and creating a PostgreSQL table. It then walks you
through the process of using StreamLab to analyze a log file (in this case, data on the location
and speeds of regional buses), create visualizations based on this analysis, and then store
this data in a PostgreSQL database.

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to describe how to use StreamLab to parse, analyze, and
display s-Server data graphically. Topics include:

· Using the StreamLab interface

· Integrating StreamLab with s-Server

· Using built-in StreamLab projects

· Creating custom StreamLab projects

· Creating StreamLab sources, from s-Server streams, tables, and views, or from local
log files.

· Creating views with StreamLab pipeline guides.

Audience

This document is aimed at developers and end users.

Related Documents

· Guavus s-Server Concepts Guide 

· Guavus s-Server Getting Started Guide

· Guavus s-Server Integration Guide

http://thyrd.org/sqlstream/tutorials.html
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6103/1--SQLstream-s-Server-User-Installation
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6109/2--StreamLab-User-Installation
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6179/3--Creating-the-PostgreSQL-speeders-table
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6184/4--Buses-Part-1
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6185/5--Buses-Part-2
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6207/6--Seeing-Output-in-PostgreSQL
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6207/6--Seeing-Output-in-PostgreSQL
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· Guavus s-Server Glossary 

2 StreamLab Overview

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates
streaming SQL, which are known as "StreamApps." Using StreamLab's graphical interface,
you can set up input streams for data, apply built-in analytics to this data, and create sinks for
data for output to external locations.

StreamLab lets you:

Parse incoming streaming data using StreamLab sources. Without coding SQL, you can
gather streaming data from log files, sensors, message buses, network feeds, applications,
databases, and other sources. You can quickly split this data into columns for easier
processing. 

Generate real time analytics for this data using StreamLab pipeline guides. Using pipeline
guides, you can extract data from columns, split columns, cast data types and so on. Once
you do so, you can apply analytics including running averages, time sorts, windowed
partitions, and so on.

Visualize this data so that you can take action on it using StreamLab dashboards. Once you
have formatted and analyzed data in StreamLab pipeline guides, you can create HTML 5
dashboards such as bar graphs, maps, dials, or scatter plots.

If desired, export SQL for customization by other developers. You can see all of the SQL
generated by StreamLab sources and pipeline guides.

To use StreamLab, you need one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or
later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or later).

StreamLab includes demonstration applications in StreamLab gallery. These include an
application based on global weather sensors, an application based on Meetup data, and an
application based on bus data from Sydney, Australia.

StreamLab uses its Scrutinizer to make guesses about incoming data, and in turn offer
suggestions on this data. You can manage the Scrutinizer to affect how it performs.

2.1 StreamLab Tutorials

For a tutorial on using new StreamLab features, please see
http://thyrd.org/sqlstream/tutorials.html. This tutorial walks you through the process of
installing s-Server, installing StreamLab, and creating a PostgreSQL table. It then walks you
through the process of using StreamLab to analyze a log file (in this case, data on the location
and speeds of regional buses), create visualizations based on this analysis, and then store
this data in a PostgreSQL database.

http://thyrd.org/sqlstream/tutorials.html
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6103/1--SQLstream-s-Server-User-Installation
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6109/2--StreamLab-User-Installation
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6179/3--Creating-the-PostgreSQL-speeders-table
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6184/4--Buses-Part-1
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6185/5--Buses-Part-2
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6207/6--Seeing-Output-in-PostgreSQL
https://www.iorad.com/3064/6207/6--Seeing-Output-in-PostgreSQL
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2.2 StreamLab Workflow

Before you can analyze and present data in StreamLab, that data needs to be made available
in s-Server. Local log files are an exception to this rule, in that you can add these to
StreamLab directly through the StreamLab interface.

The workflow for StreamLab includes the following steps:

1. Once you have set up StreamLab and it is communicating with s-Server, StreamLab
developers add sources to StreamLab. Some of these sources may exist in s-Server.
Others can be created with local log files.

2. StreamLab developers then use these sources to create pipeline guides in order to create
views of data in s-Server.

3. StreamLab developers may develop sinks from these pipeline guides--sinks can serve as
sources for other pipeline guides, or feed data to an external source.

4. StreamLab developers generate dashboards from these views and share them with
others.

2.3 StreamLab Menu

The StreamLab menu lets you switch between StreamLab projects and dashboards, as well
as managing your StreamLab account and project settings. It is available in the upper right
corner of StreamLab. 

2.4 StreamLab Technical Details

StreamLab communicates with the s-Server webAgent over Websockets to get stream data,
using Node, a JavaScript integration platform. webAgent, in turn, communicates with s-Server
over JDBC. 
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2.5 Installing Streamlab

You can install SQLstream StreamLab using an X-windows wizard. The easiest way to
launch the installer is by initiating the installation file from the command line.

The StreamLab installer ships as a binary file named SQLstream-StreamLab-<VERSION>
that you acquired by downloading it from http://www.sqlstream.com/downloads.

If you have previously installed StreamLab, we recommend exporting any existing projects
before proceeding.

Note: You can also install StreamLab in text-only mode. See Appendix A: Installing
StreamLab on the Command Line.

Note: You cannot install StreamLab on a shared VirtualBox foler (a folder of type vboxsf). You
need to install StreamLab on a local drive on the VirtualBox itself.

To install StreamLab:

1. From a terminal prompt enter ./SQLstream-StreamLab-X.Y.Z-linux-x64.run.

If the installer does not launch, make sure the file is executable by running chmod +x

<filename>.

The Welcome page appears, introducing the Setup Wizard.

2. Click Forward. The License Agreement page of the installation wizard opens.

3. If you are logged in as root, the default directory is /opt/sqlstream/2.3.0/, otherwise the
default directory is /home/<user>/sqlstream/SQLstream/2.3.0/ Confirm the directory, then
click Forward. The Repository Directory page opens.

4. Confirm the directory, then click Forward. 

5. Click Forward. The StreamLab Service/Daemon page opens. This page lets you setup
StreamLab as a service that starts automatically at system startup.
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7. Choose whether or not to create the service and click Forward. The Ready to Install page
opens.

8. Click Forward to start the Installation. See the topic Running StreamLab to begin using
StreamLab.

If there is a StreamLab server already running on your computer, the installer will warn you. In
this case, you can proceed with the install, but you should export any previously created
StreamApps before you continue installing. The installer will automatically stop the StreamLab
server before installing.

For more details on exporting projects, see Exporting Projects from the Projects Home Page.

Note: If you attempt to install into a directory that already contains StreamLab, the installer will
overwrite any existing work.

2.6 Running StreamLab

By default, StreamLab is installed as a service, and will start automatically upon reboot. (It
also starts by default after installation.) To access StreamLab, do one of the following:

1. Click the StreamLab icon in the StreamLab folder on your desktop.

2. Point your browser to localhost:5590 (or whatever server StreamLab is running on).

Starting StreamLab Manually

Before you start StreamLab, you need to have both s-Server and webAgent running. This
version of StreamLab checks to see if webAgent is running before starting. 

For information on running s-Server, see Starting and Stopping s-Server Manually in the
Installation Guide.

For information on running webAgent, see the topic webAgent in this guide.

Note: webAgent must be running with write enabled (-w).

To start StreamLab in other cases, open the StreamLab folder on your desktop and double-
click the Start StreamLab Server icon. 

Alternately, run the following script, located in the /opt/sqlstream/2.xxxx directory:

./streamLab.sh

To start the service as root, enter

sudo service streamlabd start

You can specify the following arguments when starting StreamLab from the command line.
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Command-
line
argument

Definition Default

-p <port>       
  

Specify port (overrides
$STREAMLAB_PORT)

5590

 -s Server mode, restarts server if it exits No

 -h -? Show this help message

-w webAgent port or URL. If not specified,
StreamLab looks for webAgent on port
5580 of the same server running s-Server.

http://yourhost:5580

where "yourhost" is the name of
the server running s-Server.

2.6.1 Using Google Maps and OpenStreetMaps Tiles with StreamLab

To use maps, you need to obtain and install either a Google Maps or MapBox api key before
maps can be used.

If you are using the the Pan and Zoom map visualization, StreamLab and s-Dashboard
require a Google Maps API key. To retrieve an API key, please visit the following link:

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial#api_key 

Once you have a Google Maps API key, you need to restart StreamLab to incorporate it.

To do so when launching StreamLab from the command line, use a -m flag, as in:

-m google:AGzaSyrDBVfuWtaa40S1pM8U-0YED3ONjvq6-7mFZ

To do so when launching StreamLab using the 'Start Streamlab Server' icon, right-click on the
desktop 'Start Streamlab Server' icon, select Properties, and add the -m option to the end of
the command.

You can now use the Pan and Zoom map visualization with full functionality.

Using StreamLab with OpenStreetMaps

To use OpenStreetMaps tiles, you need a Mapbox id. To design a map, go to  

https://www.mapbox.com/

and sign up and design the map they want. 

Each map has a map id. This gets used in the -m option preceded by 'mapbox:', as in:

-m mapbox:myserver.jeo4y40c

All StreamLab maps will use the same tile set. In order to use a different tile set, you need to
restart StreamLab with a different Mapbox id.

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial#api_key
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Setting Map Service in Environment

You can also set the map service in /etc/default/streamlabd, by setting
STREAMLAB_MAP_SERVICE to 'google:<key>' or 'mapbox:<key>'.

2.7 Stopping StreamLab

To stop StreamLab, open the desktop folder for StreamLab and double-click the Stop
StreamLab Server icon.

3 Using the Clipboard

Many of the tables used in forms in StreamLab now have a clipboard icon in the upper left
corner. Pressing this opens a dialog with the contents of the table, as text in CSV format. The
user can then copy, paste, or edit this; when saved, the table will be updated. 

To use the clipboard:

In a form containing rows, click the clipboard icon.

In the dialog box that opens, you can copy, paste, or edit the text. To update the columns,
close the dialog box.
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4 Projects Overview

A StreamLab project is a set of StreamLab sources, external connections, sinks, and pipeline
guides. You can create projects for different use cases, such as monitoring log on activity to a
web site, tracking vehicle speeds across a bus system, or measuring HTTP requests on a
server. StreamLab contains several built-in StreamApps that you can use as the basis for
projects. See StreamLab Galleries.

StreamLab projects have settings that let you change the project's name and schema, and
manage how the project handles streaming data. See Using Project Settings below.

Sources are log files, Kafka topics, JSON files, web feeds, external database tables, s-Server
streams and tables, and so on. They capture data from web feeds, sensors, message buses,
network feeds, applications, databases, and other sources. You can parse local log files--files
reachable from s-Server--through StreamLab. 

External Connections are databases or other data sources external to Guavus s-Server.
Once you set up an external connection, you can read and write to such data sources from
StreamLab using a sink. 

Sinks are destinations for rows of data, usually an external file system, message bus, or
database. In s-Server, a sink consists of a stream and a pump to fill it (a pump moves data
from one location to another. Internally, StreamLab uses sinks to connect pipeline guides with
each other.

Pipeline Guides are collections of commands, suggestions, and scripts that you use to
generate SQL views on your data sources. You can view and export the SQL generated by
pipeline guides. See the topic StreamLab Pipeline Guides Overview in this guide for more
details.

Projects can named, saved, and reopened. They have unique URLs, which you can share
with others. Project names and user names will be appended to the StreamLab URL, as in
the following:

http://myserver.com:5590/?proj=MyProject&user=user

Generally, you will want to have multiple StreamLab projects to manage different aspects of
your data. You may want to start with a single project and save a copy of it when you are
satisfied with it, building up a set of StreamLab applications to examine different
configurations of data. 

StreamLab projects are listed on the StreamLab projects home page. 

Using Project Settings

You can change the project's name, schema name, and adjust other settings through the
Project Settings dialog. You can access this dialog box by clicking the Settings icon in the top
left corner of the StreamLab page:
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The Project Settings dialog lets you change the project's name, project schema name,
manage how StreamLab handles queries on streams that are in use, handles throttling, and
so on.

A schema is where project elements are "stored" in s-Server. By default, all the objects you
create--pipeline guides, sinks, external connections, sources--are stored in the Project
schema. The schema name is particularly important for developers who are accessing
content that you create in StreamLab through s-Server.

Managing How StreamLab Handles Currently-Queried Streams 

When a stream is being queried, it's not possible to change the stream with a SQL script
(that is, StreamLab cannot submit a CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM script). By default,
StreamLab asks you if it's okay to terminate these queries, but you can also choose to
terminate these queries without asking or never terminate these queries.

Stop Queries Without Asking. StreamLab automatically terminates queries when you
submit SQL for a currently-queried stream.

Ignore, Allowing SQL Scripts to Fail. StreamLab can automatically continue running
queries and allow the submitted SQL to fail.

Ask for Permission to Stop Queries. This is the default behavior. With this setting enabled,
when you submit SQL for a currently-queried stream, StreamLab will ask list currently-
queried streams and ask your permission to terminate the query or queries: 

When StreamLab terminates these queries, users viewing the dashboard using the query will
see incoming data stop flowing. These users should should just save their changes to the
dashboard and refresh the page.
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Manage the SQL Run by StreamLab

By default, StreamLab runs the entire SQL script when you open it. You can deselect the Run
the Complete SQL Script When Opened option to avoid running the entire script.

In order to use sources, StreamLab renders them in SQL. If you are not using sources, you
can choose to leave them unrendered, which may improve performance in some cases. The
Unattached Sources option lets you choose to leave these sources unrendered.

Managing Throttling

Sometimes, you may want to slow a data feed for testing purposes. In these cases, you can
throttle your source--slow it to a specified number of rows per second. The default throttled
rate is one row per second, but you can adjust this default rate by entering a different number
in Project Standard Throttle Rate. You can also disable throttling for the project. You would
most likely want to do so once you are ready to deploy a stream app. See throttling sources
for more details. 

Managing How the Scrutinizer Identifies Partition Keys

The Project Settings dialog box also lets you adjust settings related to the Scrutinizer. See the
topic Managing the Scrutinizer for more details.

You can adjust what columns are identified as partition keys by changing Partition Key Unique
Limit and Partition Key Length Limit. 

Partition Key Unique Limit determines how limited a column needs to be--how many
different values--in order to be identified as a partition key. If the Scrutinizer sees more than
Partition Key Unique Limit it assumes the column probably isn't a partition key. 

Partition Key Length Limit determines how many values can be in a Partition Key. If the
Scrutinizer sees a string value longer than Partition Key Unique Limit, it assumes the column
probably isn't a partition key. You can adjust these two values to shape which columns end up
being marked.

4.1 Using the StreamLab Projects Home Page

Each instance of StreamLab has a StreamLab projects home page. This page features
projects that you have created, as well as prebuilt projects in the StreamApp gallery. See
StreamLab Gallery below.

Note: If you are running StreamLab on a port other than 5590, substitute that port for 5590 in
the sentence above.

The home page lists all StreamLab projects created in this instance of StreamLab, lets you
create new StreamLab projects, and delete existing StreamLab projects.

The home page also lists existing StreamLab StreamApps. You can import and export
projects, create new projects, create copies of existing projects, and pause or resume
streaming data. (This stops or starts pumps for the schema.) You can start and stop
StreamApps from the command line.
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Pausing and Starting Data Flowing in Schemas

All sources, pipeline guides, sinks, and external connections exist in schemas. You can start
or pause data flowing in these schemas from the Projects home page. 

Saving Unsaved Projects from the Projects Home Page

Projects that have not been saved will feature a "current project, not saved!" alert message,
and an icon that lets you save the project. 

If you try to open another project without saving the current project, StreamLab will alert you
and ask if you want to save the current project before proceeding.

Exporting Projects from the Projects Home Page 

You can export projects from the Projects Home Page using the Export Project as Package
button. We recommend exporting all projects any time you upgrade StreamLab.

To do so:

1. Click the Export Project as Package button.  
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2. In the window that opens, click the link to download the .slab file.  The file downloads
into the default download location for your current browser.

This file contains all the information you need to import the project into another StreamLab
installation.

StreamLab Galleries

The StreamApp Gallery is a collection of StreamApps based on real-world data. These both
provide demonstrations of StreamLab's functionality, and can also be used as starting
templates for your projects. 

Before working with any of them, you will need to start the associated data stream. If you are
running Guavus SQLstream on Amazon Marketplace, Microsoft Azure, as a Virtual Machine
Appliance, as a Docker container, or Virtual Hard Disk, you can start these from the Guavus
SQLstream cover page. If you have installed on Linux, you will need to start these manually.

This version of StreamLab features three StreamApps, all of which use different sources.

IoT Weather

Process real-time environmental sensor data from around the world to create a visualization
of the weather. This application uses Kafka messages as a source. (Note: In order to use
this demo on Linux, you need to have both Kafka and Kafkacat installed.)

Meetup RSVP

This app uses real-time Meetup RSVP messages from Meetup's public API, including
locations and event ratings to compute analytics about event popularity and visualize the
results. This application uses a WebSocket as a source.
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CDN QoS

This app uses Kafka as a source, and processes telemetry from video players around the
world. It visualizes this data on a map. (Note: In order to use this demo on Linux, you need to
have both Kafka and Kafkacat installed.)

Sydney Buses

This app processes real-time file system based telemetry data, such as latitude and
longitude, driver id, bearing, speed, and so on from buses in the Sydney metropolitan area to
create dashboards that show traffic patterns in terms of bus locations, speeds, and so on.
This application uses the file system as a source.

Starting StreamApp Sources from the Command Line

The CDN QoS, IoT Weather, and Sydney Buses apps all use demonstration data generated
by s-Server. You can start these sources manually using the following commands:
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App Start/Stop Command What It Does

CDN Start:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/cdn/start.
sh
Stop:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/cdn/stop.
sh
Check status:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/cdn/statu
s.sh

Starts streaming data into a Kafka topic called "cdn". (Note: In
order to use this demo on Linux, you need to have both Kafka
and Kafkacat installed.)
You can test if this is running by running something the
following (depending on your installation of Kafka):
/opt/kafka/b in/kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server
localhost:9092 --topic cdn --from-beginning

IoT Start:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/IoT/start.
sh
Stop:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/IoT/stop.
sh
Check status:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/IoT/statu
s.sh

Starts streaming data into a Kafka topic called "IoT". (Note: In
order to use this demo on Linux, you need to have both Kafka
and Kafkacat installed.)
You can test if this is running by running something the
following (depending on your installation of Kafka):
/opt/kafka/b in/kafka-console-consumer.sh --bootstrap-server
localhost:9092 --topic IoT --from-beginning

Sydne
y
Buses

Start:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/data/bus
es/StreamJsonBusData.sh
Stop:
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/data/bus
es/StopJsonBusData.sh

Starts streaming data in JSON format into a file
called /tmp/buses.log

4.2 Saving Projects

To save a project, you click its title at in the top middle of the StreamLab application. Once
you make any changes to the project, such as adding an item to the Script, this name turns
blue. Click the title to save the project. The title returns to white after you click it.

4.3 Creating a Project

To create a new project, click Projects in the top left corner of the StreamLab page. In the
page that opens, click the Create New Project Button.
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Each installation of StreamLab features also features StreamApps that you can use as the
basis for new projects, such as the Sydney Busers StreamApp pictured above. You can use
the Create Project button for a StreamApp or for a project that you previously created. The
Create Project button opens the Create Project dialog box. Here, you enter a name for the
new project. The name needs to have been previously unused in StreamLab.

In either case, a dialog box opens that lets you name the new project:

4.4 Project Schemas

Schemas are groups of objects in s-Server, including streams, tables, and so on. All
StreamLab objects--pipeline guides, external connections, sinks, sources--represent one or
more of these s-Server object. A sink, for example, consists of a pump and a stream.

When you create a new source, external connection, sink, or pipeline guide, StreamLab uses
the project schema by default. Using the project schema makes it easier for other s-Server
developers to access the objects you create in StreamLab. 

You can pause all streams in a schema by using the Start Streaming button on the Projects
page. See Using the StreamLab Projects Home Page for more details.

5 StreamLab Sources Overview

StreamLab sources are data sources that feed pipeline guides. They capture data from
sensors, message buses, network feeds, applications, databases, and other sources. You
can parse local log files--files reachable from s-Server--through StreamLab. Most data
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sources will need to be configured through s-Server. For more information on configuring
these sources, please see the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.  

You can add a range of different sources, including:

· Adding an External Stream Source

· Adding an External Table Source

· Adding a Guavus SQLstream Stream Source

· Adding a Guavus SQLstream Table Source

· Adding a Public Data Source

· Adding an RSS/Atom Source

To add a source, you drag it from the left hand column into the middle column. 

Once you have added the source, you click it to configure it. You can delete sources by
clicking the circle in its upper right corner. You can throttle sources if data is coming in too
fast for StreamLab to process.

5.1 Adding a Streaming Data Source

The Streaming Data Source option lets you select a source that you know is streaming, from
a file, HTTP, a WebSocket, network socket, AMQP message bus, Kafka topic, AWS Kinesis
stream, or Teradata listener. StreamLab will automatically determine the format for the
source.

To add a Streaming Data source:
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1. On the Sources page, drag a Streaming Data source from the left column into the
center area.

2. Click the new Streaming Data source. 

3. Select File System, HTTP, WebSocket, Socket, AMQP, Kafka, AWS Kinesis, or
Teradata Listener.

4. Enter connection information for the input source. For example, to access a File
source, you need to enter directory and filename pattern information for the file.

By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the new source. If you wish to
use a different schema, click the dropdown menu to the right of Schema.Stream. You
can also choose a different name for the stream by clicking the dropdown menu that
reads "data_1".

5. Click the Discover Format button. This feature examines the file to determine its file
format. Currently, the Discovery parser can identify CSV, XML, JSON, and Avro files.
StreamLab can also work with ProtoBuf files, but you need to add these as their own
source. Avro files may require additional configuration to work.

The Discover Format dialog box opens. You can select an amount for the Discover
Format feature to read in bytes and a timeout for the feature. See Troubleshooting
Discovery below. In most cases, defaults should device.

6. Click Start. The Discover Format feature runs. The left section of the dialog box
should display a format--either CSV, JSON, XML, or Binary.

7. Click Accept.

8. The indicated format should be automatically selected under Format. You can also
choose the Line format, which lets you access files line-by-line.

9. Next, fill in the list of columns and their SQL types. You can use the Clipboard to
copy column names and types from another form. 

10.Test the source by clicking the Sample 5 Rows from Source button.

11.Click the Go Up arrow to exit the Edit Source page.
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Troubleshooting Discovery

The Sample Bytes field determines how many bytes Discovery reads before analyzing the
input. This number can greatly affect Discovery's performance. If you set it too high and your
data is coming in too slowly, you won't see any response from Discovery until it has read
these bytes. If you set it too low and it's smaller than the size of a record in your input,
Discovery will have difficulty determining your file's format. A good rule of thumb is to set
Sample Bytes to about 5X the size of a record in your input, so that Discovery sees multiple
records and can make a better guess as to the data types of the columns it finds. For
example, if each record is 80 bytes, it would make sense to set Sample Bytes at 4096.

Configuring Avro

If you know or suspect that your streaming data source is Apache Avro, you may need to take
additional steps to configure this source. 

Before running Discover Format, select Binary for the Format option.

Under Binary Format, select AVRO.

If you know your Avro payload has a schema, check the This Payload Has a Schema String
as a Prefix box and enter the location of the schema for the AVRO Schema Location option.
AVRO_SCHEMA_FILE has been changed to AVRO_SCHEMA_LOCATION. This option can
either be a http URL to fetch the schema or it can be a path to a file on the server host
machine or VM.

Note: If you do not select Binary as format, discovery may either recommend "UNKNOWN"
or return a CSV with a single column.

5.1.1 Configuring Streaming Data Sources

Streaming Data sources make use of s-Server's Extensible Common Data framework. This
framework allows you to read and write rows of data in a range of forms over a range of
input/output formats, including the file system, network sockets, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, and
Kafka. All data is sent as a string in CSV, XML, JSON, or AVRO format
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Using the File System as a Streaming Data Source

To read streaming data over the file system, you need two pieces of information:

· The directory in which the file resides.

· A pattern for the file's name. Here, you enter part of the file's name, such as output,
csv, or log. No quotation marks are necessary.

DIRECTORY Directory in which file resides.

FILENAME_PATTERN Regular expression defining which files to read.

Using a Network Socket as a Streaming Data Source

To read from a line, CSV, XML, or JSON file over a network socket, you need to configure the
socket connection. You may want to consult with whoever has set up the application with
which StreamLab will connect over the socket.

Network sockets initiate a connection over TCP or UDP. Connections can be initiated by
remote applications or by StreamLab itself. To tell StreamLab listen to a remote host, use the
Remote Host and Remote Port fields. 

Connections can optionally be made using IPV6.

Name Description

Remote Host Hostname to send rows to or receive rows from. You can override this to
'LOCALHOST' to listen to only local connections, or a specific ip address, such as
<168.212.226.204>.

Remote Port Port to send rows to or receive rows from.

Socket uses TCP? Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is false (UDP).

Socket uses IPV6? Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

Skip Header True or false; defaults to false. Specifies if the parser should skip the first row of input
files. Usually, you would do this if the first row of data contains column headers.

Using AMQP as a Streaming Data Source

To read from a streaming data source over AMQP, you need to configure the AMQP
connection. AMQP stands for Advanced Message Queuing Protocol, and is an Open
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Standard for Messaging Middleware. For more information, see see
http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/About+AMQP. You may want to consult with
whoever has set up AMQP in your environment. 

AMQP 0.9.1 vs 1.0

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP
1.0 works. Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of
messages, while up to 0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings
to exchange messages. As a result of this change, you configure StreamLab for AMQP
differently for 1.0 than for up to 0.9.1

http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/About+AMQP
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Name Description

AMQP URL Required. Connection URL for AMQP legacy server. This
includes the server's hostname, user, password, port and so on.
This will differ depending on whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or
a legacy version.

AMQP_LEGACY (AMQP protocol Version 0.9, e.g.,
RabbitMQ)

Format: amqp://<username>:<password>@<clientid>/<profile>?
brokerlist='tcp://<hostname>:<portNumber>'&[ <optionsList> ]
Example: amqp://guest:guest@clientid/default?
brokerlist='tcp://localhost:5672'

AMQP10 (AMQP protocol Version 1.0) -
connectionfactory.localhost:

Format:
amqp://<username>:<password>@<hostname>:<portNumber>?
<optionsList>'
Example: amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-
client&remote-host=default

Single quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may
need to do additional URL escaping depending on your AMQP
implementation.Single quotes must be doubled for SQL
formatting. You may need to do additional URL escaping
depending on your AMQP implementation. The site
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-
amqp/ offers an example of formatting a connection URL.

Destination Required. AMQP 0.9 queue or topic identifier. This can be in the
form <destination prefix>{PARITITION}<destination suffix>.

Partition Expression You should only use this if DESTINATION includes
"{PARTITION}". This should be a dk.brics regular expression,
such as <0-3>.

Queue Size Queue size for parser. Reading only. Defaults to 2. In most
cases, you will not want to change this number.

Acknowledge Mode Optional. Acknowledgment mode that ECDA communicates to
the AMQP 1.0 server. Options are AUTO, MANUAL, or NONE;
defaults to AUTO. Details on these modes are available at
http://docs.spring.io/spring-
integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
Roughly, AUTO asks the container on the AMQP server to
acknowledge once message is completely delivered. MANUAL
means that delivery tags and channels are provided in message
headers, and NONE means no acknowledgments.

Using Amazon Kinesis as a Streaming Data Source

To read from a streaming data source over Amazon Kinesis, you need to configure the
Amazon Kinesis connection. 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
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Option Name Description

Kinesis Stream Name Required. Name of Kinesis stream to write to. No default.

AWS Region Required. Region id of Kinesis region. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_re
gion for more detalis.

Kinesis Application Name Identifies client in cloud watch (defaults to sqlstream).

AWS Profile Path See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic Reading from
Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide . 
Must point to a credential file on the s-Server file system with the
following format:
[default]

aws_access_key_id = xxx

aws_secret_access_key = yyy

This defaults to blank, which goes to ~/.aws/credentials. 

Note: You need to have an AWS profile set up, and a
configuration file stored on your system, in order to
read from or write to Kinesis. See Setting Up an AWS
Profile Path  in the topic Reading from Kinesis Streams in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide .

AWS Profile Name Optional. Profile name to use within credentials file. Defaults to
default.

Stream Fanout How many s-Server streams to create with this Kinesis stream.

Initial Position LATEST for latest or TRIM_HORIZON for earliest. Defaults to
LATEST.

Max Records/Get (defaults to -1) if > 0 will read multiple records per request.
(Usually a large number is better.)

Socket Timeout (defaults to -1) if set will override kinesis socket timeout

Agent Name This is the name used in s-Server to refer to this Kinesis
connection. Any unique name is fine.

Using Kafka as a Streaming Data Source

To read from a line, CSV, XML, or JSON file over Kafka, you need to configure the connection
to Kafka. Kafka is an open-source, real-time publish-subscribe messaging framework. See
http://kafka.apache.org/ for more details. You may want to consult with whoever has set up
the Kafka messaging system in your environment.

To connect with Kafka, you need two pieces of information:

· The name and port of the Kafka broker (this defaults to localhost:9092, but the source
will not work if a Kafka broker is not working at this location).

· The Kafka topic name from which you are reading.

The other configuration details below help manage the starting point for reading Kafka topics
as well as the amount of data fed to StreamLab.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://kafka.apache.org/
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Format Name Name

Name/Port hostname:port of the Kafka broker. Defaults to localhost:9092. Used for getting
metadata (topics, partitions and replicas). Actual socket connections are
established using the information from this metadata. Use commas to separate
multiple brokers.

Topic Required. Kafka Topic

Starting Time The time to start reading from specified topic. Options are LATEST,
EARLIEST, or a long int representing a timestamp

(milliseconds since epoch). Defaults to LATEST.

Starting Offset When to start reading from (Default is -1) as a long int representing
a timestamp (milliseconds since epoch)

Partition Number of Kafka partition to read from. Defaults to 0.

Buffer Size Buffer size in bytes. Defaults to 1048576.

Fetch Size Fetch size. Defaults to 100000.

Using the Distributed Source Option

StreamLab reads data from Kafka using a Kafka consumer. Kafka consumers subscribe to
Kafka topics, receiving messages from these topics. Kafka consumers balance loads among
partitions in the topic.

StreamLab routes all data read from a Kafka source into one native stream. While behind the
scenes, StreamLab invokes multiple Kafka consumers, all of these consumers are rolled into
one native stream. This means that all data from the Kafka topic ends up in one s-Server
stream, which StreamLab then uses as a source for a pipeline.

In many cases, this default option may work fine with your StreamLab application. In some
cases, though, you may want to have multiple, duplicate pipelines running on one Kafka
foreign stream. This option is called Distributed.

http://localhost:1313/streamlab/pipeline-guides/
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Once you distribute the Kafka topic across multiple native streams, you can choose to use
duplicate pipelines. These run in parallel. You do not need to configure the additional pipelines;
these are simply exact duplicates of the first. If you set up a sink for the pipeline, both
pipelines will be routed to the same sink.

In a Pipeline Guide that uses a distributed Kafka source, an option to increase the number of
duplicate pipelines will appear to the left of the Change Guide Name or Source button in the
upper right-hand corner of the Guide window:

The distributed pipelines capability is intended for advanced SQL developers who know how
to run stateful aggregations in a distributed manner. A stateful distributed pipeline can use
Streamlab templates that involve stateful operations (such as aggregation) as long as the
application developer takes the responsibility to ensure the proper distribution of the
aggregation state. You can achieve better performance and throughput by carefully
distributing, for example, an aggregation state across duplicated pipelines.

The distributed option works seamlessly for stateless operations, such as CAST or Rename.
If you are doing aggregations or other operations that involve making calculations across data
from the entire Kafka topic, you will need to either:

1. Route results of dulicated pipelines to a native stream sink and then create a new pipeline
using this sink as a source. You can then perform aggregations in the new pipeline.

2. Perform partial aggregations through distributed pipelines and route partially aggregated
results into a native stream and add roll-up aggregation steps in a new pipeline.

5.2 Adding an External Table Source

External tables are database tables in an external source, such as tables in a PostgreSQL
database. Before you can add an external table as a source, you first need to create an
external connection with the database. See the topic StreamLab External Connections
Overview for more details.

http://localhost:1313/images/sl/sl-duplicate-pipelines.png
http://localhost:1313/streamlab/sinks/adding-a-stream-sink/
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1. On the Sources page, drag an External Table source from the left column into the
center area.

2. Click the new External Table source. 

The Edit External Table Source page opens.

3. By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the new source. You can also
select a schema from the pulldown menu on the left.

4. Select a stream from the pulldown menu on the right. This is the stream into which
lines from the external table source will be read.

5. Select an External Connection, such as a PostgreSQL_DB.

6. Enter the database schema for the external table. (That is, the PostgreSQL
schema.)

7. Enter the name of the external table (That is, the PostgreSQL table name.)

8. Next, enter columns for the table. Column names need to match those in the
external database. You can also click the Discover Columns button to add columns
automatically. Note that you can also using the Paste option for column Lists.

9. Test the source by clicking the Sample 5 Rows from Source button.

10.Click the Go Up arrow to exit the Edit Source page.

      

5.3 Adding a Guavus SQLstream Stream Source

A stream is a continually updating data object. It can have a number of sources, including a
log file, a sensor, a network feed, a message bus, another database, and so on. A stream is
like a table, but one that continually updates. The number of records in a stream can be
infinite, as with a log file that is continually read as new data is logged. A stream is a schema
object that is a relation but which does not store data like as a finite relation (such as a table in
a database). Instead, a stream implements a "publish-subscribe" protocol. It can be written to
by multiple writers and read from by multiple readers. 

Streams must be present in s-Server before you can add them as a StreamLab source. 

To add an s-Server stream a StreamLab source:
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1. On the Sources page, drag a stream source from the left column into the center
area.

2. Click the new stream source. 

The Edit Stream Source page opens.

3. By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the new source. You can also
select a schema from the pulldown menu on the left.

4. Select a stream or streaming view from the pulldown menu on the right.

5. Test the source by clicking the Sample 5 Rows from Source button.

6. Click the Go Up arrow to exit the source.

  

7. To parse the newly added source, add a pipeline guide using the newly added Line
source.

5.4 Adding a Guavus SQLstream Table Source

s-Server tables are similar to traditional RDBMS database tables. Tables must be present in
s-Server before you can add them as a StreamLab source. 

To add an s-Server table a as a StreamLab source:

1. On the Sources page, drag a table source from the left column into the center area.

2. Click the new table source. 

The Edit table Source page opens.

3. By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the new source. You can also
select a schema from the pulldown menu on the left.
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4. Select a table or table view from the pulldown menu on the right.

6. Test the source by clicking the Sample 5 Rows from Source button.

5. Click the Go Up arrow to exit the Edit table Source page.

5.5 Adding Public Data Source

s-Server tables are similar to traditional RDBMS database tables. Tables must be present in
s-Server before you can add them as a StreamLab source. 

To add an s-Server table a as a StreamLab source:

1. On the Sources page, drag a table source from the left column into the center area.

2. Click the Public Data source. 

The Edit Public Data Source page opens.

3. By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the new source. You can also
select a schema from the pulldown menu on the left.

4. Select the public data source from the pulldown menu on the right.
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6. Test the source by clicking the Sample 5 Rows from Source button.

5. Click the Go Up arrow to exit the Edit Public Data Source page.

5.6 Adding an RSS/Atom Source

The Web Feed source reads a web-based data feed, such as an RSS or Atom feed. It tails
this feed and parses results into a columned stream, using the Xpath syntax. For more
information on xpath, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XPath. 

To add an RSS/Atom source:

1. On the Sources page, drag an RSS/Atom source from the left column into the center
area.

2. Click the newly added Web Feed source. 

The Edit RSS/Atom Source page opens.

3. Enter schema and stream information. Schema indicates where in s-Server the
stream will reside. You can also choose to create a new schema for the source's
stream by selecting the Create Schema? option.

4. Enter a URL for the RSS or Atom feed. You can verify this feed by clicking the
Sample 5 Rows from Source button. This brings up the initial five rows of data for
the web feed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XPath
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5. At the bottom of the page (you may need to scroll down), enter column information
for the feed. You need to enter the following

a. A column name as it will appear in StreamLab

b. The namespace name for the column from the feed.

You can also choose to enter a type for the column. By default, type is
VARCHAR(1024).

6. Test the source by clicking the Sample 5 Rows from Source button.

6. When you have finished, click the name of your project to save the source. The web
feed source will now be available to pipeline guides in StreamLab. 

7. To parse the web feed, add a pipeline guide using the newly added Web Feed
source.
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Option Description Require
d

Default

Schema for stream Schema in which new stream
will reside

Y

Name of stream Name of stream to be
generated from web feed.

Y

Create Schema Whether or not you create a
new schema for the WebFeed
source.

N N

URL Base URL for web feed. Y

Default Namespace Prefix Customize the default
namespace prefix.

N defaultdns

Minimum Sleep Interval Minimum sleep interval
between fetches, in
milliseconds.

N 60000 (one minute)

Maximum Sleep Interval Maximum sleep interval
between fetches, in
milliseconds.

N 3600000 (one hour)

Feed Format Specifies type of web feed to
be tailed. For this release,
options are "RSS" and "Atom".

Y

5.7 Verifying a Source by Sampling Rows

For File and Web Feed sources, you can sample five rows of the source during setup in order
to verify that the source has data. 

To do so:

1. Set up the source with all applicable criteria.

2. Select the Sample Five Rows from Source button.

If you have configured your source correctly, five rows of data should appear in the box below.

You can use the Last Run button to check the script for the source.

5.8 Using Partitioned Sources

Some sources may be pipelines that are distributed across multiple nodes in a federation of
s-Server instances. 
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In these cases, if the pipeline contains any stateful operations such as aggregations, joins,
custom Java functions then the developer needs ensure that the state is properly partitioned
across all instances of the pipeline or the downstream pipeline is configured to roll up
aggregations to produce the final result of the pipeline.

5.9 Throttling a Source

Sometimes, you may want to slow a data feed for testing purposes. In these cases, you can
throttle your source--slow it to a specified number of rows per second. The default throttled
rate is one row per second, but you can adjust this default rate in project settings. You can
also set throttling by pipeline guide using the Throttle command.

To throttle a source:

Open the source from the Sources page.

Click the throttle button in the bottom right of the window.

 

The button changes to read "Throttled to 1 Row/Second":

To revert the source to normal (unthrottled) speed, click the button again.

Managing Throttling on the Sources Page

You can use the Throttle All and Unthrottle All buttons on the Sources page to change
throttling for all sources at once.

To change throttling for individual sources once you have added them, click the rocket icon in
the upper right hand corner of the source:

6 StreamLab External Connections Overview

External connections are databases or other data sources external to Guavus s-Server. Once
you set up an external connection, you can read and write to such data sources from
StreamLab. (You don't need to configure anything here if you're working with s-Server data
alone.)

You can connect to the following types of external database:

· MySQL
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· Oracle

· Paracel

· PostgreSQL

· SQL Server

· Teradata

· Actian/Vectorwise

There is also a generic option which lets you set your own connection parameters. (You will
need to specify a SQL dialect and so on.)

Note: For all databases other than Oracle, SQL server, and Teradata, you will need to install
these databases' JDBC drivers. Please consult documentation for these products for
information on installing their JDBC drivers.

Once you set up a connection, you can use it for multiple sources and sinks.

Adding an external source is similar to adding other sources.

To add an external source:

1. On the External Connections page, drag an external connection from the left column
into the center area.

2. Click the new External Connection source. The External Connection Source page
opens. Enter configuration information for the source. This varies depending on your
selection, but generally includes a name for the source, a hostname, the name of the
database, and logon credentials for the database.

3. Give connection a name. You will use this name to reference the external connection
later, as in adding an external table sink.

4. Enter the hostname on which the database resides. This defaults to localhost.

5. Enter the name of the database. This is configured when the database is created.
Please consult the database's administrator for more information.
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6. (Optional) Enter schema name. You can also indicate this when reading or writing
from the external connection.

7. Enter the user name and password required to log onto the database. These are
also configured when the database is created. Please consult the database's
administrator for more information.

8. In the upper right corner, click Execute. You should see Last Run with a blue
checkmark.

There is an Additional Options field for advanced users. This option is in place for database
options not otherwise available through the StreamLab interface.

Once you set up the external connection, you can use it as an external table for a sink.

7 StreamLab Pipeline Guides Overview

Pipeline Guides are collections of commands, suggestions, and scripts that let you create
views on data sources. These views are composed of SQL; you use the Pipeline Guide
interface to generate this SQL. You use pipeline guides to prep sources for dashboards. You
can also use pipeline guides to run analytics on streaming sources.

For example, you might have a pipeline guide that extracted the year (often the first four
characters) from a timestamp column and added these to a new column called YEAR. Other
pipeline guides might split a column, rename it, merge two, and so on. You might also have a
pipeline guide that adds a running average column.

Commands

Commands are sets of operations that you can perform on the pipeline guide's data source.
These include, for example, commands to parse the source as a W3C log, to parse a
timestamp, to split a column at a given character, to remove a column, and to rename a
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column. Commands are grouped by functionality, and you can switch between command
sets by clicking the Select Command Set button in the top left hand corner of the Pipeline
Guide.

Suggestions

Suggestions appear in the Suggestions list in the middle left of the Pipeline Guide interface.
Suggestions change depending on your data source and your selection in the Output view. 

Scripts

As you add suggestions to the script, these suggestions are implemented as SQL, with
changes visible in the Output view. You can remove items from the script by clicking the -
button. You can also visualize changes by clicking the View Dashboard button .
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Viewing the Log

You can view the SQL generated by the Pipeline Guide by clicking the View Log button

.

1. Generate visualization (dashboards) for the pipeline guide.Views are reusable data
queries. (In streaming SQL, views are similar to database views, but are compiled
once and continue to process incoming data rows in real time, whereas database
views are compiled each time the query is executed.  A view is a schema object.

7.1 Adding a Pipeline Guide

Pipeline Guides are collections of scripts that let you manipulate SQL objects in StreamLab

To add a pipeline guide:

1.  Drag it from the left hand column into the middle column. 
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2. Click the pipeline guide to edit its properties. The Edit Guide page opens.

3. Select a source or sink for the pipeline guide's input on the left side of the page. Select an
output schema and prefix for the output view on the right side of the page. By default,
StreamLab uses the project schema for pipeline guide. You need to have previously
created the source or sink in order for it to be available here.

7.2 Opening a Pipeline Guide

Enter topic text here. To open a pipeline guide, you click it. The Guide page opens. 
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Here, you:

1. Select commands.

2. Implement the suggestions that result from these commands, which are added to
the Script.

3. View the results of the Script in the Output view.

7.3 Using a Pipeline Guide Overvew

Once you create a pipeline guide and select a source for the guide, you can begin adding
steps to its script. To do so:

1. Choose a command category.

2. Choose a command from the command tabs and enter criteria for the command.
The command appears as a suggestion.

3. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

4. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.
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7.4 Managing the Scrutinizer

The StreamLab Scrutinizer watches data as it streams in, making guesses about this data
that it uses to populate the Suggestions list. For example, it guesses a column's type, how
the column is divided (such as by commas or tabs), and which columns might contain
partition keys.

Sometimes, you may want to turn off the scrutinizer in order to improve performance. To do
so, click Scrutinized in the bar above the Output View:

Adjusting Other Scrutinizer Settings

One of the things that the Scrutinizer tries to determine is whether a column contains a
partition key, a limiited set of values that can be used to break up the data.  This affects what
suggestions show up in the pipeline guide. 

For example, in a web log, most columns will vary greatly--the IP address of an HTTP
request, for example, But the a column containing the name of the browser will be limited to,
for example, Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera. The scrutinizer will identify this
column as a potential partition key.
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You can adjust what columns are identified as partition keys by changing two columns in the
Project Settings dialog box, Partition Key Unique Limit and Partition Key Length Limit. This
value determines how limited a column needs to be--how many different values--in order to
be identified as a partition key. If the Scrutinizer sees more than Partition Key Unique Limit it
assumes the column probably isn't a partition key. Similarly, if the Scrutinizer sees a string
value longer than Partition Key Unique Limit, it assumes the column probably isn't a partition
key. You can adjust these two values to shape which columns end up being marked.

7.5 Using the Output View

The Output View displays the results of the current Script. When you initially open a pipeline
guide, the Output View displays the raw information of the source. (Because sources may
have a large, fast-moving set of rows, the Output View displays a representative sample of
the source.)

Once you implement Script items, the Output View changes to display the results of the
Script.

StreamLab displays information on the source in two ways:

· Viewing the Input View

· Viewing Statistics on processed and displayed rows

Viewing the Input View

You can view the input (original) stream from the source by dragging the blue bar at the top of
the Output view window.

Viewing Input Statistics

While StreamLab does calculations on all rows in a source, it only displays a subset of rows
in the Output View. This is because sources can have massive amounts of rows, and these
would flow by too fast to view meaningfully. The Output View header bar displays statistics for
both actual rows and rows displayed.

· The number of rows processed by the StreamLab Scrutinizer appear to the right of
the Output View name.
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· The percentage of rows displayed in Output view appears to the right of the rows per
second number.

7.6 Suggestions Overview

Suggestions appear in the Suggestions list in the middle left of the Guide interface. Each
suggestion offers detail on the suggestion's action. Suggestions change depending on your
data source and your selection in the Output view. 

Every command that you implement appears as a suggestion. To implement the command,
you click the + icon to the right of the suggestion.

Suggestions also change depending on the column you have selected in Output view. To get
suggestions for a column, select it.
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7.6.1 Viewing Column Details and Suggestions

As rows stream into StreamLab, a piece of software called the scrutinizer continually checks
these rows for patterns, offering suggestions for command that you can apply to the source.

To view details and suggestions on a column, mouse over the column's heading. StreamLab
offers notes and suggestions about the column. For example, StreamLab notes that the
column below might contain hostnames or IP addresses, or longitudes, or bearings. These
suggestions can help you identify a column's contents.

Column Color Coding

Columns are coded according to the following color scheme:

· White columns indicate columns of type text, such as VARCHAR (1024).

· Yellow columns indicate columns of type time, such as TIMESTAMP.

· Green columns indicate columns of type numerical, such as DOUBLE and INTEGER.

For example, in the screen grab below, columns ROWTIME and when are time columns,
columns id and title are text columns, and columns magnitude, latitude, and longitude are type
numerical.

7.6.2 Selecting Within Cells

You can make cells active in Output View by double-clicking them. Once cells are active, you
can select within the cell. When you select characters in a cell, StreamLab will automatically
fill in command fields, and also change suggestions, both based on your selection.
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7.7 Sample Guide Process

Let's say you start with a simple log file with a stock ticker feed with date, close, volume,
open, high, and low: 

"2013/05/28","881.2700","2257410.0000","883.5000","892.1400","880.4000"

The log file initially appears in the Output view with two columns, one for rowtime and one
column called MESSAGE that contains all the values separated by commas:

Your first step here is to separate out the values. Begin by selecting the MESSAGE column.
When you do, StreamLab offers you several suggestions in the Suggestions list:

At this point you can simply click the + to the right of the first suggestion, "Split column
MESSAGE using the automatic pattern Comma-Separated Values (CSV)".

You can also select the Basic:Split command to view more information on the splitting
operation.
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Note that the Split command has MESSAGE preselected for the column. That is because you
have selected MESSAGE in the Output view. Also note that the options Auto and Comma-
Separated Values (CSV) have been preselected. That is because these are the most likely
selections for the column.

Click the + sign to the right of the Split...CSV suggestion. The Message column splits into six
separate columns.

Next, you want to rename the new columns to date,close,volume,open,high,low. You can do
so using the Basic:Rename List command. First, select columns MESSAGE_1 through
MESSAGE _6. If it is not already selected, select Basic from the Commands popup menu,
then select the Rename List tab.

Next, enter the following into the To List field:

date,close,volume,open,high,low

Click the + sign to the right of the Rename Columns... suggestion. The columns are
renamed:

Next, cast the columns Close, Volume, and Open as column type DOUBLE. You can do so
using the Basic:Cast command. First, select columns Close, Volume and Open. Next, select
the CAST command and select DOUBLE from type. Note that the three columns appear in
the Columns field. Click the + sign to the right of the Cast Columns... suggestion. The
columns are cast as DOUBLE.

Next, you can create a new column with a running average for close. To do so, select the
column Close and choose the Analytics:Running Average command.
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Click the + sign to the right of the Add column named... suggestion. A new column called Avg
appears:

7.8 Switching Sources for a Guide

In the Guide interface, you can switch sources. Doing so runs the pipeline guide script on
another source.

To switch sources, click the Source button .

7.9 Using the Paste Option for Column Lists

A lot of the tables used in forms in StreamLab now have a clipboard icon in the upper left
corner. Pressing this opens a dialog with the contents of the table, as text in CSV format. The
user can then copy, paste, or edit this; when saved, the table will be updated. 

7.10 Guide Commands

Commands are ways to change the view, in terms of adding special columns, extracting
parts of columns, merging columns, parsing strings into smaller chunks of data, and so on.

Basic

Parsers

Pivot

Analytics

Advanced

7.10.1 Operations Used in Commands

The following list of operations are used in a number of StreamLab commands.

AVG

AVG returns the average of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. 
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COUNT

The COUNT function returns the number of qualifying rows in the aggregation. 

FIRST_VALUE

FIRST_VALUE returns the evaluation of the <value expression> from the first row that
qualifies for the aggregate. 

LAST_VALUE

LAST_VALUE returns the evaluation of the <value expression> from the last row that qualifies
for the aggregate. 

MAX

MAX returns the maximum value of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. For string values, MAX is determined by which string is last in the collating
sequence. 

MIN 

MIN returns the minimum value of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. 

SUM

SUM returns the sum of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the aggregation. 

STDDEV_POP

STDDEV_POP returns the returns the square root of the population variance (VAR_POP) for
<number expression>, evaluated for each row remaining in the group.

STDDEV_SAMP

STDDEV_SAMP returns the statistical standard deviation of all values in number-expression,
evaluated for each row remaining in the group and defined as the square root of the sample
variance (VAR_SAMP).

VAR_POP

VAR_POP returns the population variance of a non-null set of numbers (nulls being ignored).
VAR_POP uses the following calculation:

(SUM(expr*expr) - SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) / COUNT(expr)) / COUNT(expr)

In other words, for a given set of non-null values, using S1 as the sum of the values and S2
as the sum of the squares of the values, VAR_POP returns the result (S2-S1*S1/N)/N.
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VAR_SAMP

VAR_SAMP returns the sample variance of a non-null set of numbers (nulls being ignored).

VAR_SAMP uses the following calculation:

(SUM(expr*expr) - SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) / COUNT(expr)) / (COUNT(expr)-1)

In other words, for a given set of non-null values, using S1 as the sum of the values and S2
as the sum of the squares of the values, VAR_POP returns the result (S2-S1*S1/N)/(N-1).

7.10.2 Basic

Basic commands let you change names and types for columns, split, extract, merge, and
drop columns, and add a running count column. 

The following Basic commands are available:

Add Count 

Cast and Cast List

Drop

Duplicate

Extract

Merge Columns

Rename

Rename List

Replace Nulls

Split

Throttle

Timestamp

Use Null

7.10.2.1 Add Count

The Add Count command simply adds a column that updates every time a new row comes
in. 
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7.10.2.2 Cast and Cast List

The Cast command lets you convert one data type into another. You can convert multiple
data types at once using the Cast List command. 

To do so, enter the name of (or select) one or more columns. Then select a new data type for
the column(s) and add size or precsion/scale specifications.

Precision specifies the maximum number of decimal digits that can be stored in the column,
both to the right and to the left of the decimal point. You can specify precisions ranging from 1
digit to 18 digits or use the default precision of 18 digits.

Scale specifies the maximum number of digits that can be stored to the right of the decimal
point. Scale must be less than or equal to the precision. You can specify a scale ranging from
0 digits to 18 digits, or use the default scale of 0 digits.

Valid conversions

Using CAST with source operands of the types listed in the first column below can create
cast target types as listed in the second column, without restriction. Other target types are not
supported.
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Source Operand
Types

Target Operand Types

Any numeric type VARCHAR, CHAR, or any numeric type (See Note A.)

VARCHAR, CHAR All of the above, plus, DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, DAY-TIME INTERVAL,
BOOLEAN

DATE DATE, VARCHAR, CHAR, TIMESTAMP

TIME TIME, VARCHAR, CHAR, TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP TIME, VARCHAR, CHAR, TIMESTAMP, DATE

DAY-TIME INTERVAL DAY-TIME INTERVAL, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR, VARCHAR

BOOLEAN VARCHAR, CHAR, BOOLEAN

BINARY, VARBINARY BINARY, VARBINARY

7.10.2.3 Drop

The DROP command deletes a column. To use DROP, enter or select one or more
columns.

7.10.2.4 Duplicate

You can duplicate a column and its contents using the Duplicate command. For example, the
Buses demonstration app uses the Duplicate command to make a copy of a column with
buses' speeds, toward creating a column that categorizes columns by fast, medium, and
slow. 

To use the Duplicate command:

1. Select one or more columns in the Output view and click the List of Columns button at the
bottom of the Column List field. You can also enter the column names in the Column List
field.

2. Enter a suffix for the new column(s), such as "_cat".

A Suggestion appears that reads something along the lines of "Duplicate the column
speed, adding the suffix _cat to the new column name."

3. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

4. The duplicated column(s) appear(s) in the Output view.
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Resulting SQL

You need not view or understand the SQL generated by a command in order to use them. However,
some users may find it useful or interesting to view the SQL generated.  

Like other commands, the Duplicate command generates a new view on the pipeline guide's stream:

----------

-- pipeline_1 1: Duplicate the columns speed, adding the suffix _cat to the new column

names

----------

--  Duplicate Columns Operation

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "StreamLab_Output_Buses"."pipeline_1_step_1" AS

 SELECT STREAM "speed" AS "speed_cat", *

 FROM "StreamLab_Output_Buses"."buses" AS "input";

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "StreamLab_Output_Buses"."pipeline_1_out" AS SELECT  STREAM  *

FROM "StreamLab_Output_Buses"."pipeline_1_step_1";

ALTER STREAM "StreamLab_Output_Buses"."buses" RESUME;

7.10.2.5 Extract

The Extract command lets you pull content from a column, such as the first four characters,
to create a new column. As new data streams in, this new column will be updated. (Data from
the first column is not deleted.)

To do so:

1. Enter a name for the new column.

2. Select a column from the drop-down menu.

3. Either

o Select the part of the cell's string that you'd like to extract.

o Enter a starting point in the Start field and a string length in the Length field.

4. From the drop-down menu, select an option for handling strings that are too small. You
can choose to truncate, use an empty string, or use NULL.

5. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

6. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

7.10.2.6 Filter

Filter lets you filter stream rows by column values using a number of conditions. You can
accept or reject rows. 
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Condition Value

is equal to Numeric value

does not equal Numeric value

is greater than Numeric value

is greater than or equal to Numeric value

is less than or equal to Numeric value

is between Two values, comma separated

is like SQL pattern, using _ to match a single character and % to match multiple
characters

is not like SQL pattern, using _ to match a single character and % to match multiple
characters

is in Comma separated list

is not in Comma separated list

7.10.2.7 Merge Columns

You can also merge two columns together. When you do so, you can connect them with a
character. For example, you might merge columns with city and state into a city state pair. 

7.10.2.8 Rename

The Basic:Rename command lets you rename a column. To do so, select a column from the
Column popup menu and enter the column's new name in the To field:
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Once you do so, a suggestion appears in the Suggestion list. Click the + button to add the
suggestion to the Script list.

The renamed columns appears in the Output view:

7.10.2.9 Rename List

The Basic:Rename List command lets you rename a list of columns. To do so, enter the
columns' old names in the Column List field and enter new names in the To List field:

Once you do so, a suggestion appears in the Suggestion list. Click the + button to add the
suggestion to the Script list.

The renamed columns appear in the Output view:

7.10.2.10 Replace Nulls

At times, you may want to replace null values with either a zero or blank, so that analytics
work properly. You can do so with the Replace Nulls command. To replace nulls, select the
column for which you want to replace nulls and enter the new character for the null. 
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Replacing Nulls with Empty 

To enter replace nulls with an empty value, select the replacement field and hit the space bar
once. Once you do so, a suggestion appears reading "Replace NULLS in [column] with
Empty"

7.10.2.11 Split

The Split command lets you divide any column up at designated points. Usually, you will split
columns on characters such as commas, pipes, spaces, equals signs, or other delimiters.
Split columns take the same column type as those they split from. For example, if you split a
column with type VARCHAR, all split columns will be of type VARCHAR. Split columns are
named after the original column, with _1, _2, and so on appended. After you split columns,
you can use the Rename Column command to change these names.

7.10.2.12 Throttle

Sometimes, you may want to slow a data feed for testing purposes. In these cases, you can
throttle your source--slow it to a specified number of rows per second. The default throttled
rate is one row per second, but you can adjust this default rate in project settings. 

You can also specify a throttling rate for a particular pipeline guide using the Throttle
command. This command lets you do the following:

· Turn the Throttler on for the pipeline guide.

· Specify a rate for the Throttler, either the project standard (as set in  project settings)
or a custom rate.

· (If you choose Custom), specify a custom number of rows per second. To do so,
select Custom from Rows Per Second and enter a number (whole or decimal) in the
Custom RPS field.
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7.10.2.13 Timestamp

You can promote a timestamp to Rowtime. Doing so makes the selected column the new
rowtime for the stream.

Note: In some cases, you may need to enter a timestamp format, such as yyy-MM-dd
hh:mm:ss to parse a column manually.

7.10.2.14 Use Null

The Use Null command lets you select a column and specify that values within that column
will be NULL. A NULL value is a row column with no value. 

7.10.3 Parsers

The Parsers commands let you apply predefined parsers to a stream of data. These are
especially useful with log files.

Parse CDR

Parse W3C Log

Regex Split

Parse Timestamp

7.10.3.1 Regex Split

The Regex Split command parses (separates) a character string based on Java Regular
Expression patterns as defined in java.util.regex.pattern. For more information on using
regular expressions, see http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/

The columns returned will be COLUMN1 through COLUMNn, where n is the number of
groups in the regular expression. The columns will be of type varchar(1024).

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/regex/
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To use the Regex Split parser, you select the column to which you want to apply a Java
Regular Expression pattern, then enter the pattern in the regular expression box. This topic
provides a cursory explanation of RegEx, but you may want to consult an expert for help in
creating RegEx strings.

For example, the following Regular Expression returns two columns with zero or more of [0-9]
from the string:

 ([^0-9]*)1*([^0-9]*)2*([^0-9]*) 

So if the selected column contained a string like 

'abcde111fghij22klm'

the columns returned would be the following:

          +----------+-----------+

          | COLUMN1  | COLUMN2   |

          +----------+-----------+

          | 111      | 22        |

          +----------+-----------+

          1 row selected

If the Regular Expression you enter is invalid, StreamLab returns an error.

You can select from Full or Fast parsing. Full is more accurate, while Fast, as it suggests,
works more quickly.

Full

Columns are based on match groups defined in the regex-pattern. Each group defines a
column, and the groups are processed from left to right. Failure to match produces a NULL
value result: If the regular expression does not match the the string passed as the first
parameter, NULL is returned.

Fast

The FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE works by first decomposing the regular expression into a
series of regular expressions, one for each expression inside a group and one for each
expression outside a group. Any fixed length portions at the start of any expressions are
moved to the end of the previous expression. If any expression is entirely fixed length, it is
merged with the previous expression. The series of expressions is then evaluated using lazy
semantics with no backtracking. (In regular expression parsing parlance, "lazy" means don't
parse more than you need to at each step. "Greedy" means parse as much as you can at
each step.)

Quick Regex Reference
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For full details on Regex, see java.util.regex.pattern

[xyz] Find single character of:
x, y or z

[ âbc] Find any single character
except: x, y, or z

[r-z] Find any single character
between r-z

[r-zR-Z] Find any single
character between r-z or R-Z

^ Start of line

$ End of line

\A Start of string

\z End of string

. Any single character

\s Find any whitespace
character

\S Find any non-whitespace
character

\d Find any digit

\D Find any non-digit

\w Find any word character (letter, number,
underscore)

\W Find any non-word character

\b Find any word boundary

(...) Capture everything enclosed

(x|y) Find x or y (also works with symbols such as \d
or \s)

x? Find zero or one of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x* Find zero or more of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x+ Find one or more of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x{3} Find exactly 3 of x (also works with symbols such
as \d or \s)

x{3,} Find 3 or more of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x{3,6} Find between 3 and 6 of x (also works with
symbols such as \d or \s)

7.10.3.2 Parse JSON

This parser assumes a column contains a simple JSON object. It extracts new columns
based on the key/value pairs in the JSON object. 

Note: the parser cannot process nested JSON objects, and will extract top level key pairs if
the parser encounters nested objects.

To implement the JSON parser, you 

1. Choose a column that contains JSON content

2. Enter a prefix for new columns that will be extracted from the JSON.

3. Enter a comma-separated list of keys to extract from the JSON object.

For example, if the column contains a series of JSON objects such as

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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{"id":"50116195532", "reported_at":"2014-07-23T20:51:58.547", "lat":-

33.530784606933594, "lon":150.87783813476562, "speed":0, "bearing":0,

"driver_no":"160019", "prescribed":false, "highway":""}

{"id":"60116195532", "reported_at":"2014-07-24T20:51:58.547", "lat":-

33.530784606943594, "lon":150.87783813876562, "speed":10, "bearing":30,

"driver_no":"160019", "prescribed":false, "highway":""}

and you set prefix to 'xyz_' and set properties to 'id,lat,lon', you'll get 3 new columns: 

xyz_id

xyz_lat

xyz_lon

7.10.3.3 Parse W3C Log

W3C_LOG_PARSE supports access to logs generated by W3C-compliant applications like
the Apache web server, producing output rows with one column for each specifier. The data
types are derived from the log entry description specifiers listed in the Apache
mod_log_config specification.

You can choose from one of five pre-defined parsers. Each parser breaks the log into
predefined columns with one column for each format specifier. The column's type is
determined by the specifier's output. For example, %b represents the number of bytes sent in
processing an HTTP request, so the column type will be numeric. 

http://httpd.apache.org/docs-2.0/mod/mod_log_config.html?#formats
http://httpd.apache.org/docs-2.0/mod/mod_log_config.html?#formats
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Format Name W3C
Name

Format Specifiers

COMMON Common
Log
Format
(CLF)

%h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b

COMMON WITH
VHOST

Common
Log
Format
with
Virtual
Host

%v %h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b

NCSA EXTENDED NCSA
extended/
combine
d log
format

%h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b "%[Referer]i" "%[User-agent]
i"

REFERER Referer
log
format

%[Referer]i ---> %U

AGENT Agent
(Browser
) log
format

%[User-agent]i

%h%l%u[%t]\"%r%r
HTTP/%r\"%>s%b\"%
r\"\"%r\"%r%r

%h%l%u[%t]\"%r%r HTTP/%r\"%>s%b\"%r\"\"%r\"%r%r

7.10.3.4 Parse CDR

CDRs are Caller Data Records. 

StreamLab provides four built-in parsers for these:

· SONUS-Common.

· SONUS-Stop.

· Broadsoft. 

· Genband
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You can customize the delimiter, escape, and quotation characters for each of these formats.

7.10.3.5 Split

The Split command lets you separate a column into multiple columns, by designating a
comma, colon, dash, or other delimiter. A delimiter is simply a character that occurs regularly
throughout the column's contents. A common example is Comma Separated Value data, in
which commas specify boundaries between character strings.

You can only use the Split command on columns of type VARCHAR. These columns appear
white in the Output view.

To use the Split command:

1. Select a column from the Column dropdown menu. The only columns available will be
those of type VARCHAR.

2. Enter the number of new columns to be generated.

3. Select a character (delimiter) from the Split On dropdown menu. Here, you can either:

o Select from one of the pre-specified delimiters, such as comma, tab, space, pipe, period,
or colon.

o Select Auto and select a pre-specified automatic splitter, such as Column-Separated
Values or Tab-Separated Values.

o Select Custom and enter a delimiter of your choosing.

4. A suggestion appears that reads something like "Split column X using..." Click the + icon to
add the command to the Guide script.

5. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

7.10.3.6 Parse Timestamp

The Parse Timestamp lets you create a timestamp out of any correctly formatted input string
of CHAR, VARCHAR2, NCHAR, or NVARCHAR2 datatype to a TIMESTAMP datatype.

You can specify which parts of the timestamp string you wish to use in subsequent
processing, and create a TIMESTAMP value containing only those. To do so, you specify a
template that identifies the parts of the timestamp you want. The input date-time string can
contain any parts of a full timestamp ('yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss'). If all these elements are
present in your input string, and 'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss' is the template you supply, then the
input-string elements are interpreted in that order as year, month, day, hour, minute, and
seconds, such as in '2009-09-16 03:15:24'. The yyyy cannot be uppercase; the hh can be
uppercase to mean using a 24-hour clock. For the full range of valid specifiers, see Java
SimpleDateFormat class. See also the Date and Time patterns discussion in this SQLstream
SQL Reference Guide.

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
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7.10.4 Pivot

StreamLab's Pivot analytics let you unfold and fold streams of data to make them simpler to
process. (See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pivot_table for more information on pivot tables.)
Because streams continually update, in working with streaming data, you always need to
choose a window over which to query. 

In other words it will turn this:

ROWTIME=12:00:00,type=Temperature,value=33

ROWTIME=12:00:00,type=Wind Speed,value=12

into this:

ROWTIME=12:00:00,Temperature=33,Wind Speed=12

Note: pivot operations are currently experimental. At the moment they will only work if there's
an input row containing each of the key values (the columns in the unfolded result) that arrives
during the time window. The input should contain all of the keys each time window. 

Unfold 

Unfold reshapes a table into columns of key-value sets. Selected rows map to keys, and
selected columns map to values. 

The unfold operation proceeds as follows.

Given a stream of the form:

Rowtime Browser Count

1:01 IE 110

1:02 Firefox 230

1:03 Chrome 290

1:04 Safari 100

2:01 IE 90

2:02 Firefox 220

2:03 Chrome 300

2:04 Safari 90

Generates columns like the following:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pivot_table
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rowtime
window

IE Firefox Chrome Safari

<hour 1> 110 230 290 100

<hour 2> 90 220 300 90

In the example above, "user-agent" serves as the key column, and "count" serves as the
value column. For each value in the key column, StreamLab creates a new column and fills in
this column with values from the value column. Because you may have multiple values for
each key, you need to use an operation to aggregate those values to produce a single value
for the unfolded row. For example, if incoming values are counts (as in the example above),
you'd want to SUM over the time window. If they're measurements of a continuous value, like
a current temperature reading from a sensor, you would likely want to use AVG.  

As rows come in, the StreamLab scrutinizer watches the input stream and lists unique values
in the key column (in this example, the user-agent column). Once you select the Unfold
operation and pick user-agent as the key column, it will make a suggestion that fills in the 'key
list' parameter with the list of unique values observed in the stream. You can then set the rest
of the parameters either using the widgets up top or by selecting the fields in the suggestion.
You can also enter the key list manually.

A window on rowtime is a common use case. 

To implement an unfold operation:

1. Select a column to be used as a key column. This column has all the column names
for the new columns. This column must contain text. StreamLab will automatically
identify values from this column for use as keys (new column names).

2. Select a column to be used as a value column. This column must be numerical.
This column provides values for the new columns. This might be counts,
temperature readings, pressure readings, and so on.

3. If desired, enter a column suffix for the new columns. This suffix will make it easy to
identify the new columns.

4. Select an operation to aggregate values for the new columns. This might be an
average temperature, or a running total. See Operations Used in Commands for
more details on these operations.

5. Select a length and unit for the aggregation window, such as "1 hour" or "15
minutes."

6. Choose rolling or tumbling window type. See below for more information on these.

7. If desired, either enter the keys manually or let StreamLab fill them in.

8. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

9. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.
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Sliding Window

A sliding window is a time-based or row-based analytic window. With a sliding window, you apply an

analytic to a given amount of rows that changes incrementally as rows stream in. For example, you

might take the sum of a column called Orders for the past hour. At 12:01, the analytic would apply to all

rows with timestamps between 11:01 and 12:01. 

Sliding window queries do not contain a flooring function, which means that rows are not batched into

intervals. The query's results slide forward one row at a time. In other words, for every row that the query

finds, it emits one row.

This is an example of a sliding window in a query:

 SELECT STREAM *, SUM(amt) OVER w

  FROM sales

  WINDOW w AS (PARTITION BY store_id

               ORDER BY s.ROWTIME

               RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW);

You can specify sliding windows in two ways:

As ROWS N PRECEDING, such as ROWS 10 PRECEDING

This analytic window uses the last N rows, such as the last 10 rows. When the query starts up, the

window fills up to N rows. From then on, as a new row enters the window, an old row is excluded from

the analytic. For all cases where N is a number, the number of rows in the analytic window will always

be N+1. You can also specify ROWS UNBOUNDED PRECEDING, which includes all available previous

rows in its analytic window.

As RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL, such as RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '1' HOUR

PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW

This analytic window uses rows from a specified interval of time. In this case, all rows whose rowtimes

precede the current rowtime by one hour will be excluded from the analytic. In other words, rows that

precede the previous hour are "dumped" or "discarded" from the analytic window.
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Tumbling Window

A "tumbling window" is a a collection of rows that are aggregated to produce a fewer number of output

rows, such as "the sum of the last twenty rows" or "the sum of the rows in the last hour." One row is

returned for every group of rows.

As a result, the total number of output rows are limited: many rows in, one row out. Tumbling windows

are actually not "windows" in the SQL sense, but rows that are aggregated with SELECT STREAM ...

GROUP BY). 

Fold

Fold lets you convert multiple columns with like values into a single row. For fold, select
multiple columns with like values (for example, a series of columns that contain counts for
different categories, such as product types or employees). Fold creates two new columns: a
key column with values drawn from the column names of selected columns, and a value
column with values drawn from selected column values.

To implement a fold:

1. Enter a column name for the key column. This will contain the selected columns' names.

2. Enter a column name for the value column. This column will contain values drawn from
the selected columns.

3. Choose or enter source columns. These columns will be combined into the new column.
All of these columns should contain the same type of values (counts, temperatures, and
so on).

4. If desired, enter a column suffix for the new columns. This suffix will make it easy to
identify the new columns.

5. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

6. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.
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7.10.5 Analytics

Analytics commands let you apply a number of different analytics to the Output view in
StreamLab. Some of these produce new columns, and others change selected columns
themselves.

Command Description

Aggregate This command lets you create quick "buckets" of data for a particular
column, including COUNT, SUM, and AVERAGE.

Calculate This command lets you perform an arithmetical calculation on a
column, such as adding 2000 to the column or dividing the column in 2.
Selected columns must have numerical values, such as DOUBLE.

Categorize This command lets you take a continuous value, such as a bus speed,
and replace it with strings such as "fast", "medium", or "slow" by
applying conditions to the column. 

Bollinger Bands The Bollinger Bands analytic lets you calculate averages on a column of
numerical data.. 

Distinct The Distinct operation lets you eliminate rows with duplicate columns
over a specified timeframe. 

GroupRank This command lets you group rows by the values in one column (group
by) and then rank the rows within that group according to another
column (rank by) across a window defined by you.

Join This command lets you enrich a guide with data from another
StreamLab source.

Time Sort This command uses a sliding time-based window of incoming rows to
reorder those rows by the selected column or by ROWTIME in order to
address time synchronization problems with data.

New Column This command lets you define a new column using custom SQL.

Advanced Analytics

The following analytics are provided in order to provide access to advanced s-Server
features. Using them requires advanced knowledge of SQL.

Call UDX This command lets you enter the name of a predefined custom user
transform. A user-defined transform is a user-defined function that returns a
table or a stream. Its input arguments can be scalars or cursors. 

Custom View This comand lets you enter SQL that will be used to transform the stream
you are building in the Guide. 
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Inject SQL This command lets you inject any block of SQL into s-Server through
StreamLab.

7.10.5.1 Aggregate

The Aggregate analytic lets you make calculations on a column of numerical data, such as
the sum, the average, the maximum value, the minimum value, the first value, or the last
value. You can also choose statistical formulas such as population variance, population
standard deviation, or sample variance. See Aggregation Operations below.

Because StreamLab works with streaming data, you first need to designate a window across
which you will perform the aggregation. Windows can be sliding or tumbling and designated
as either a numeric time frame (from seconds to years) or a number of rows (last 200 rows).

For tumbling windows, you can also group aggregations into categories, such as
departments, industries, regions, states, and so on, using the Group By option, including
grouping results by multiple categories, such as region, then department (use the + to add
additional grouping columns).

You can apply multiple aggregations by using the + button in the right corner of the
aggregation section of the Aggregate tab.

Implementing an Aggregate Analytic

To implement a Aggregate analytic.

1. Select a mode for the aggregation, sliding or tumbling. (See definitions below.) 

2. Select a length and unit for the aggregation window, such as "1 hour" or "15 minutes"
or "200 rows."

3. Select a column to aggregate. This column must contain numerical data. 

4. Select an operation to aggregate values for the new column. This might be an
average temperature, or a running total. See Aggregation Operations below. You can
add multiple analytics by using the + button.

5. Enter a column name for the resulting column or columns.

For sliding windows, you can also choose to group the column's results. To do so,
choose a column with a limited set of values, such as region, department, product line,
and so on. For time-based sliding windows, you can use time until to designate a time
period that ends before the current row. See Using Time Until with Time-based Sliding
Windows below. You can also choose to have the window hop forward once the stream
reaches a designated time period. This means that, for example, rows will clear out and
start accumulating anew once you reach the 5 minute mark for the hopping period. See
Using a Hopping Period with Time-based Sliding Windows below. You can partition all
sliding windows by column. See Partitioning Sliding Windows below.
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For tumbling windows (which display data at specified intervals), you need to choose
what to do with other columns: either drop these (so that only aggregated columns
display), use the first value in the window, or use the last value in the window. With
tumbling windows, you can also choose to apply a GROUP BY using a column of
limited values. See Grouping Tumbling Windows below.

6. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

7. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

Using Sliding Windows

All streaming rows have a timestamp called ROWTIME. This means that you can tell
StreamLab "aggregate all the rows in the past hour" or "aggregate all the rows in the past
minute" and so on. Long window frames may affect performance, so experiment accordingly.

Sliding windows display data continuously. Each row contains one or more running
aggregations for the specified time period. In the illustration below, avg_order and max_order
are calculated using all data in the window frame.

Using Time-based Sliding Windows

Time-based sliding windows identify groups of rows based on a specified time period in
relation to the current row. 

You define time-based windows in terms of 1) a time when the window begins. 2) a time
when the window ends. 3) whether or not the window should "hop." Hopping windows
accumulate data in a specified time period (1 minute, 5 minutes, 1 hour) and then reset once
the time period has elapsed.
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Sliding windows emit one row for every row that enters the query (through a simple INSERT,
a pump or an external source accessed by a foreign stream). The window frame of a sliding
window moves along one row at a time. Rows exit the window as they move out of the
defined frame. If you define a window as beginning five minutes ago, rows move out of the
window once their timestamp is greater than 5 minutes past the current row. If you define a
window as 200 rows, rows move out of the window once the 201st row enters the window.

Using Time Until with Time-based Sliding Windows

By default, windows have an upper bound of the current row. For some calculations, you will
want to exclude the current row by designating a window that starts before the current row.
Otherwise, a given calculation may miss additional rows that come in with the same
ROWTIME as the current row, since StreamLab begins emitting output rows as soon as the
current row hits its system. Using time until ensures that you have captured all rows with the
same ROWTIIME in a calculation.

However, when you define windows this way, youintroduce some latency. In cases where it is
not important to calculate rows with the same rowtime, you can use the default upper bound.

Windows that use time until let you exclude the current row from calculations such as AVG or
MAX. This makes statistical tools like Bollinger bands or the naive bayes classifier statistically
valid.

In the illustration below, values for the row with a rowtime of '2019-03-30 03:05:30.0' include
rows from  '2019-03-30 03:00:30.0' to  '2019-03-30 03:04:30.0', but do not include the current
row. If no data is available for the window, as in the first row, values return null.
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Using a Hopping Period with Time-based Sliding Windows

When you designate a hopping period, the window will slide forward at the top of every the
designated hopping periodROWTIMEs in the 3:00 hour will accumulate in the window until a
row arrives with a ROWTIME of 4:00 or later. At that point, the window starts over; the first
calculation will include only one row, the next two rows, and so on, until a row arrives with a
ROWTIME of 5:00 or later. When you use a hopping window with COUNT, for example,
counts will go up for the entire hour, then start at zero at the beginning of the new hour. Data
from the previous hour is "dropped" from aggregation.

Hopping windows are particularly useful for aggregations like AVG, VARIANCE, STDDEV on
large time windows (such as hours, days, or weeks) on high datarate streams.

Hopping windows have significant benefits.

· They reduce the amount of system resources required to maintain the window, since
the window only needs to maintain aggregated history for each time interval (1 hour in
the example above).

· When used with an offset, such as RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '60' MINUTE
PRECEDING AND INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING, the results for each input
row are computed on a window that excludes data from the current row. This is highly
desirable since any anomaly in streaming data does not adversely impact
computation of Bollinger bands or Naive Bayes classifiers. We recommend using
hopping windows with an offset. ?The offset makes both ends of a window frame hop
forward in a 1 minute interval. That is, as each row arrives for the current minute
interval, it does not contribute to the aggregation results for that row since its not in
the window frame for the current row.

· When used without an offset, results for hopping windows are computed for each
input row with zero latency.
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The illustration below shows the results of a query run on the view defined above. In the
illustration, calculations for the first 9 rows include rows from '2019-03-30 03:02:00.0' to
'2019-03-30 03:59:45.0'. Once a row arrives later than '2019-03-30 03:59:59.999', calculations
reset to newly arriving rows. In the last 5 rows, calculations include rows from '2019-03-30
04:02:00.0' to '2019-03-30 04:18:00.0'.

Using Row-based Sliding Windows

Row-based sliding windows identify groups of rows based on N number of rows in relation to
the current row. 

You define row-based windows in terms of 

1) when the window begins, either unbounded (all rows received up until the current row) or a
specified number of rows (such as 200 rows). 

2) when the window ends, either the current row or N rows preceding (such as "until 10 rows
ago").

Row-based windows are defined as the current row plus X number of rows preceding. A
window such ROWS '3' PRECEDING will actually contain 4 rows: 3 preceding rows plus the
current row. 
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In the illustration below, for the first row, only that row is included in the window. The 6th row
calculates values using data from rows 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The 10th row calculates values
using data from rows 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

Partitioning Sliding Windows

Both time-based and row-based sliding windows can be partitioned by one or more columns.
When you apply partitioning, calculations incorporate both the window frame and the
partitioned column value. This means that for an aggregatiaon such as average, the sum will
include the column amount for all rows with tickers matching ORCL and arriving within the
window frame.

In the illustration, all rows with the value 'IBM' for the column ticker that have been received up
until this point and fall within the window frame are calculated together.
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Using Tumbling Windows

This data window also uses ROWTIME, and lets you tell StreamLab  "aggregate data for an
hour, then clear data, then give me data for the next hour," at, for example, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM,
4:00 PM, and so on.

Tumbling windows display data only at specified intervals. That is, if you choose 5 seconds, a
new row appears every five seconds with aggregated data. For non-aggregated rows (the
rows that are, for example, averaged for the aggregation), you can choose to either drop non-
aggregated columns, display the first value for non-aggregated columns, or display the last
value.

With tumbling windows, you can also choose to use a group by, drawing on a column with
limited values, such as "dept A, dept B, dept C." When you apply a group by, StreamLab
emits one row for each group that appears window, that is, every 10 seconds a row for dept
A, B, and C, provided that each group has appeared in the window.

Options for Tumbling Windows

Tumbling windows emit one row for every group of rows aggregated. As with sliding windows,
a calculation such as sum or average incorporates all the rows in the window, but a row will
appear only once during the window frame. So if you designate a window of 200 rows, one
row will appear for every 200 rows that enter StreamLab. Similarly, if you designate a window
of 5 minutes, one row will appear for all rows that enter StreamLab during a 5 minute interval.
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ROWTIME AMOUNT TICKER

2019-03-30 03:02:00.000 20 ORCL 

2019-03-30 03:03:00.000 30 IBM  

2019-03-30 03:04:00.000 15 ORCL 

2019-03-30 03:04:30.000 40 IBM  

2019-03-30 03:05:00.000 15 MSFT 

2019-03-30 03:05:30.000 55 MSFT 

2019-03-30 04:04:00.000 100 GOOGL

2019-03-30 04:06:00.000 5 ORCL 

2019-03-30 04:18:00.000 100 GOGGL

2019-03-30 04:44:00.000 1000 ORCL 

Grouping Tumbling Windows

With tumbling windows, you can apply a group by, drawing on a column with limited values.
When you apply a group by, StreamLab emits one row for each group that appears in the
windowed time period. This allows you to display aggregated data for each department, or
region, or building, and so on.

In the screen shot below, for example, StreamLab emits one aggregated row every ten
seconds for trip_no 500s and 600s. During the first window, no rows with 600s appeared, so
StreamLab only emits an aggregated row for 500s.

Aggregation Operations

Average. Returns the average of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. 

Count. Returns the number of qualifying rows in the aggregation

Count Distinct. Returns the number of qualifying non-duplicate rows in the aggregation
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First Value. Returns the evaluation of the <value expression> from the first row that qualifies
for the aggregate. 

First Value Ignore Nulls. Returns first non null value of x in <window-specification>

First Value Respect Nulls. Returns first value, including null of x in <window-specification>

Last Value. LAST_VALUE returns the evaluation of the <value expression> from the last row
that qualifies for the aggregate. Returns last value, including null of x in <window-
specification>

Last Value Ignore Nulls. Returns last non null value of x in <window-specification>

Last Value Respect Nulls. Returns last value, including null of x in <window-specification>

Maximum. Returns the maximum value of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in
the aggregation. For string values, MAX is determined by which string is last in the collating
sequence. 

Minimum. Returns the minimum value of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in
the aggregation. 

Sum. SUM returns the sum of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. 

Population Variance. This is a standard statistical analytic method that returns the
population variance of a non-null set of numbers (nulls being ignored). Population variance
uses the following calculation:

(SUM(expr*expr) - SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) / COUNT(expr)) / COUNT(expr)

In other words, for non-null values in the aggregation window, and using S1 as the sum of the
values and S2 as the sum of the squares of the values, Population Variance returns the result
(S2-S1*S1/N)/N.

Population Standard Deviation. This is a standard statistical analytic method that returns
the square root of the population variance (defined below) of the row's value, evaluated for
each row in the aggregated window. 

Sample Variance. This is a standard statistical analytic method that returnseturns the
sample variance of a non-null set of numbers (nulls being ignored). Sample Variance uses
the following calculation:

(SUM(expr*expr) - SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) / COUNT(expr)) / (COUNT(expr)-1)

In other words, for a given set of non-null values, using S1 as the sum of the values and S2
as the sum of the squares of the values, VAR_POP returns the result (S2-S1*S1/N)/(N-1).

Sample Standard Deviation. This is a standard statistical analytic method that returns the
statistical standard deviation of all values in number-expression, evaluated for each row
remaining in the group and defined as the square root of the sample variance (defined above).
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7.10.5.2 Bollinger Bands

The Bollinger Bands analytic lets you calculate averages on a column of numerical data.

Because StreamLab works with streaming data, you first need to designate a window across
which you will perform the calculation. Windows can be sliding or tumbling and designated as
a numeric time frame (from milliseconds to days).

Bollinger Bands consist of:

· an moving average (avg) over a given period T.

· an upper band at K times an T-period standard deviation above the moving average (avg +
Kσ)

·

Kσ)

StreamLab also lets you define inner and outer values for the upper and lower bands.

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bollinger_Bands for more details.

Implementing a Bollinger Bands Analytic

To generate a Bollinger Bands analytic:

1. Select a mode for the average, sliding or tumbling. (See definitions below.) 

2. Select a length and unit for the window over which the average will be calculated,
such as "1 hour" or "15 minutes."

3. Select a column to aggregate. This column must contain numerical data. 

4. Select a type of average: AVERAGE, AVERAGE with one band, or AVERAGE with
two bands.

5. Configure standard deviation for bands (if necessary).

6. Enter a prefix for the new column(s).

7. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

8. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bollinger_Bands
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Using Sliding Windows with Bollinger Bands

All streaming rows have a timestamp called ROWTIME. This means that you can tell
StreamLab "average all the rows in the past hour" or "average all the rows in the past minute"
and so on. Long window frames may affect performance, so experiment accordingly.

Sliding windows display data continuously. Each row contains averages for the specified time
period. 

Using Tumbling Windows with Bollinger Bands

This data window also uses ROWTIME, and lets you tell StreamLab  "average data for an
hour, then clear data, then give me data for the next hour," at, for example, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM,
4:00 PM, and so on.

7.10.5.3 Calculate

The Calculate command lets you perform an arithmetical calculation on a column. Use @ for
the value of the column. Selected columns must have numerical values, such as DOUBLE.

Calculations might be something like the following:

@+20
00

Adds 2000 to the column value.

@-
800

Subtracts 800 from the column value.

@/2 Divides the column value by 2.
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@*4 Multiplies the column value by 4.

To implement a Calculate command:

1. Select column(s) to which to apply categories. Each column must contain numerical
data.

2. Enter an arithmetical calculation for the column.

3. Click the + icon  in the Suggestions list to add the command to the Guide script.

4. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

7.10.5.4 Categorize

The Categorize command lets you take a continuous value, such as a bus speed, and
replace it with strings such as "fast", "medium", or "slow" by applying conditions to the
column. You can process more than one column at once. Because this command replaces
the column with one containing strings, you may want to make a copy of the column first,
using the New Column command.

To implement a Categorize command:

1. Select column(s) to which to apply categories. Each column must contain numerical
data.

2. Enter a default category for column values that do not meet any conditions, such as
"Normal."

3. Enter a category for columns that meet the first condition, such as "High."

4. Select a comparison operator for the condition, such as "is equal to."

5. Enter a value for the condition, such as "110." 

To add more conditions, click the + icon in the Category window.

6. Click the + icon  in the Suggestions list to add the command to the Guide script.
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7. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

7.10.5.5 Distinct

The Distinct operation lets you eliminate rows with duplicate columns over a specified
timeframe. 

Choosing Promote to ROWTIME? will produce an output view showing only rows with
distinct columns. You can also choose to not promote the new timestamp to ROWTIME,
which will allow you to see the new timestamp for which rows are evaluated.

Note: If you do not promote to ROWTIME, new timestamps will display as one millisecond
behind the row's rowtime.

Implementing Distinct

To implement Distinct.

1. Select a number of milliseconds over which duplicate rows will be eliminated.

2. Choose whether or not to promote the new timestamp to ROWTIME. 

3. Enter a name for the column with distinct timestamps.

4. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

5. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.
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For example, if you chose to eliminate duplicate rows over a 1 minute timeframe, and
StreamLab received the data below, the last 5 rows would be eliminated because they are
duplicates.

2019-03-30 04:18:00.000  GOOGL 100

2019-03-30 04:18:00.000  GOOGL 100

2019-03-30 04:18:00.000  IBM 15

2019-03-30 04:43:00.000  IBM 60

2019-03-30 04:44:00.000  ORCL 1000

2019-03-30 04:46:00.000  ORCL 3000 

2019-03-30 05:03:00.000  IBM 30

2019-03-30 05:03:01.000  IBM 30

2019-03-30 05:03:02.000  IBM 30

2019-03-30 05:03:03.000  IBM 30

2019-03-30 05:03:04.000  IBM 30

2019-03-30 05:03:05.000  IBM 30

7.10.5.6 Geo-Locate IP

The Geo-Locate IP command lets you determine the latitude and longitude associated with IP
addresses worldwide.

To use the Geo-Locate IP command:

1. Select a column that contains IP addresses in dotted-decimal format. 

2. Enter a prefix for the new latitude and longitude columns.

3. A suggestion appears. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

4. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

The Geo-Locate IP command uses the MaxMind GeoIp City database. See
http://www.maxmind.com/en/city for more details on the MaxMind GeoIp City database. 

Note: s-Server ships with a free version of this database. This topic describes how the plugin
finds the MaxMind data file and how one should use the licensed version for production. You
can use this free default database for testing, but for production use, you should use at least
an up-to-date GeoLiteCity.dat, or probably a licensed data file. 

http://www.maxmind.com/en/city
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7.10.5.7 Group Rank

Group Rank lets you group rows by the values in one column (group by) and then rank the
rows within that group according to another column (rank by) across a window defined by
you.

To implement a Group Rank operation:

1. Enter a name for the column that will display length

2. Select a column that StreamLab will use to group rows over the group window. 

3. Select a column that StreamLab will use to rank rows within the group defined
above.

4. Select an operation to aggregate values within the group. See Operations Used in
Commands for more details on these operations.

5. Select a length and unit for the group window, such as "1 hour" or "15 minutes."

6. Chose to sort group rows in either ascending or descending order.

7. Choose to order output rows in either ascending or descending order.

8. Choose rolling or tumbling window type. See below for more information on these.

9. If desired, define a max idle time for holding a group for ranking. When maxIdle
expires the current group is released to the stream. A value of zero indicates no idle
time out.

10.If desired, indicate the maximum number of rows the UDX will output in a given
group. A value of 0 indicates no limit.

11.Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

12.The results of the script appear in the Output View window.
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7.10.5.8 Join

Join lets you combine data in the current pipeline guide with data from another stream or
table. They allow you to enrich data in the current view with data from another source, as long
as that source shares a column with the source for the current guide.

For example, if your guide has columns of data on bus positions and speed, and one of the
columns contains a driver identification number, you might join the guide with a database
table that has information on the driver's names matched to their identification numbers. By
doing so, you can enrich your guide by adding columns from the DRIVERS table.

StreamLab supports stream/stream, stream/table, table/stream and table/table joins. These
are implemented using the SQL JOIN clause. It also offers a mode called lookup, which
provides some control over whether and how records in the lookup table are cached. The
lookup mode is implemented using the TableLookup UDX.

StreamLab supports four types of joins:

INNER
JOIN 

Returns all pairs of rows from left and right for which the join condition evaluates
to TRUE.

LEFT
JOIN 

As INNER JOIN, but rows from the left are kept even if they do not match any
rows on the right; NULL values are generated on the right.

RIGHT
JOIN

As INNER JOIN, but rows from the right are kept even if they do not match any
rows on the left; NULL values are generated on the left for these rows.

FULL
JOIN

As INNER JOIN, but rows from both sides are kept even if they do not match any
rows on the other side; NULL values are generated on the other side for these
rows.

Implementing a Join

To implement a Join analytic.

1. Choose whether to join to a stream, a table, or to do a lookup table. Only streams
and tables that have been added to StreamLab will be available here. Do this first,
because your options will change depending on your choice.
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2. Next, choose whether to conduct the join over a window. You'll get better results if
you do. You can configure windows on both the left (the pipeline guide input) and the
right (the stream/table to be joined). 

3. For each window you've chosen:

a. Choose whether to create a time-based or row based window.

b. Enter values for the window's beginning and end, such as "10 minutes to 0
minutes ago" or "1 hour to 10 minutes ago" or "100 rows to 20 rows ago."

     The window types and lengths for the left window and the right window do not need
to match.

4. Choose a join type: inner, left, right, or full. For lookup, you do not need to choose a
join type.

5. Choose a stream or table to join to. The selection will change depending on what you
chose in step 1. For stream you see a list of streams, for table a list of tables, and
for lookup a list of external tables.

6. Finally, choose a column from the current stream and the stream/table to be joined.
These must match in order for the join to work. You can match on more than one
pair of columns (up to three) by clicking + in the top right of the parameter box.

7. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

8. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

When you define a window using rows, you are defining a ROWS BETWEEN <rows from>
ROWS AND <rows until> ROWS PRECEDING. If rows until is 0, the clause will be ROWS
<rows from> PRECEDING and all rows up to the current row will be included.

When you define a window using time, you will see time from and time until parameters; you
are defining a RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL <time from> AND INTERVAL <time until>. If
time until is 0 (for any unit of time) the clause will be  RANGE INTERVAL <time from>
PRECEDING.

Each match is treated as an equi-join, whereby pipeline guide column = join to column.

Lookup supports a maximum of three predicates

To learn more about windows in streaming joins, see the topic WINDOW clause in the s-
Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide.
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JOIN to a stream

The join to can be an SQLstream Stream, or an External Stream that has been created with a
Render Mode of either Standard: FS->pump->stream or Directly as stream (implemented as
a FOREIGN STREAM)

SQLstream Streams can be defined from the Sources (either creating them individually or
using Import SQLstream Schema)

It is legitimate to join a stream to itself (especially when using windowing).

JOIN to a table

The join to can be an External Table, or an External Stream that has been created with a
Render Mode of Directly as table (which is implemented as a FOREIGN TABLE).

It is legitimate to join a table to itself. For example you might want to join SALES.EMPS to
itself to get information about the employee's manager.

NOTE the entire table will be read into memory when the guide starts running; this means
that:

1. the table must fit into memory

2. changes to the data in the table after the guide starts running are not reflected in the
resulting query output

Table Lookup

To use table lookup, you first need to create an external connection. See the topic StreamLab
External Connections Overview in this guide for more details. You then need to add one of the
tables from the external connection as a source. See the topic Adding an External Table
Source in this guide for more details.

Once you have an external table added as a source, it will be available in the table menu of
the Table Lookup command.

If you know the number of rows contained in the external table, you can speed processing by
entering a cache size and clicking the Prefetch Rows option.

You can use a feature called fuzzy lookup if your column uses numbers, and if these
numbers only need to be close. Working with latitudes and longitudes is good use case for
this setting, since you will not necessarily get an equals match when joining on latitude or
longitude. In this case, with fuzzy set to true, numbers that are close to each other will match.

7.10.5.9 Time Sort

The Time Sort uses a sliding time-based window of incoming rows to reorder those rows by
the selected column or by ROWTIME in order to address time synchronization problems with
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data. For example, sometimes data arriving from multiple sources may not be time-
synchronized. Such problems can produce unreliable results from analytics, which typically
depend on arriving data being ordered by ROWTIME. 

You will likely only need to use this command if you are seeing unreliable results in your data
that are time-related.

In the Time Sort command, you can also choose to promote a selected column to rowtime.
You do so in cases where you know that another column contains a timestamp more relevant
than the time the row entered s-Server. This might be, for example, the time an earthquake
actually occurred instead of the time the row enters s-Server. These values can have slight
lags, making data calculations less reliable.

To implement a Time Sort command:

1. Select a column containing a time stamp.

2. Enter a window length and unit on which to sort rows.

3. Choose whether or not to promote the row to ROWTIME.

4. Click the + icon  in the Suggestions list to add the command to the Guide script.

5. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.

7.10.5.10 New Column

The New Column analytic lets you add a column to the guide using a SQL expression. Using
this feature requires both knowledge of SQL and knowledge of s-Server's current contents (in
that you will need to work with streams and tables in s-Server).

To add a new column:

1. Enter a name for the column.

2. Enter a SQL expression for the column.

3. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

4. The new column appears in the Output View window.

7.10.6 Advanced

The following analytics are provided in order to provide access to advanced s-Server
features. Using them requires advanced knowledge of SQL.

Call UDX 
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Custom View

Inject SQL

7.10.6.1 Custom View

The SQL you enter here will be used to transform the stream you are building in the Guide. 

The actual SQL added to the script will be in the following form:

    CREATE VIEW (output) AS SELECT (stream) <<your SQL here>> FROM (input)

(input), (output) and (stream) are all filled in by StreamLab. 

7.10.6.2 Call UDX

This command lets you enter the name of a predefined custom user transform. A user-
defined transform is a user-defined function that returns a table or a stream. Its input
arguments can be scalars or cursors. A cursor is an object representing a subquery, which
the user-defined transform can use to read the subquery results. The subquery can be
relational or streaming.

The UDX does have to be predefined and it cannot take arguments. 

It can return either a table or a stream. If it is a table you can specify a column that will contain
the ROWTIME.

7.10.6.3 Custom SQL

The Custom SQL analytic lets you execute any block of SQL in s-Server. This SQL is not
added to the pipeline, but is added to the Script. In order to add SQL to the pipeline, you
should use the Custom View command.

8 StreamLab Dashboards Overview

StreamLab dashboards are highly customizable visualizations of data. Dashboards are web
pages that contain multiple panels, each of which can connect to a different stream, view, or
table. Each panel contains a visualization. These are flexible modes of viewing your data,
including simple tables, points on a map, line plots, bar graphs, area maps, and so on. These
all use column-row combinations to plot data. Panels can be changed in terms of both layout
and data input. Dashboards will be most useful for streaming data, as you will be able to see
data changing in real time.

The dashboard below, for example, shows dials that display various levels of failed login
events for a bank.
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By  using adjustable panels, s-Dashboard lets you view multiple such objects at once. Each
dashboard can be laid out with multiple panels, in combinations that you can change by
adjusting panel layout.

Using the Dashboards Home Page

Generating Dashboards in StreamLab

Custom Dashboards

Modifying Dashboard Layouts

8.1 Using the Dashboards Home Page

The dashboards home page lets manage existing dashboards and add new ones.

To open the Dashboards home page, click the Dashboards link at the top of StreamLab.

The home page lists all dashboards created in this instance of <%STREAMLAB_OR_S-
DASHBOARD%>, lets you create new dashboards, lock and unlock existing dashboards, and
delete existing dashboards. You can also create new collections of dashboards, and rename
existing dashboards by clicking their names. 
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8.1.1 Creating Collections

You can create collections of dashboards. Collections organize your dashboards into groups.
You create collections on the <%STREAMLAB_OR_S-DASHBOARD%> dashboards home
page.

8.1.2 Protecting Dashboards

At times, you may want to share dashboards with other users without allowing them to
change a dashboard's layout or input.

You can lock dashboards by clicking the lock icon on the Dashboards home page.
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Dashboards opened when protected will not have SQLstream logo icons or other controls in
title bars. Frames and title bars will not highlight when hovered. Menus are not available.

8.2 Generating Dashboards in StreamLab

There are several ways to generate dashboards in StreamLab:

Generating a Dashboard from the Script. With this option, you click the Dashboard icon .
This lets you generate a simple table based on the view as of that point in the Script.

Using the Basic Dashboards command

 This lets you select one or more columns from the current view and add them to one or more
panels.

Using the Custom Dashboards command.

 

This lets you select from one or more pre-created dashboards.Bar Graph, Bouncing Bar
Graph, Bars and Lines, Map and Table, Scatter Matrix, Parallel Coordinates, Time Series,
Bollinger Bands.

8.2.1 Generating Dashboards from the Script Window

One of the fastest ways is to click the Dashboard icon in the Script window. 

This generates a simple table based on the view at this point in the Script.

8.2.2 Creating Basic Dashboards

To create basic dashboards and configure these in the Dashboard window itself, select the
Basic Dashboards command. The Basic Dashboards command lets you create dashboards
with up to 6 panels. For each panel, you enter one or more columns. You can also select the
List of Columns button. This lets you add columns by selecting them in the Output view.
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8.2.3 Using Panel Preferences to Change Panel Appearance

The Panel Preferences dialog box, available through the <%STREAMLAB_OR_S-DASHBOARD%>

menu, lets you change how a panel appears. 

To open the Panel Preferences dialog box, click the Panel Preferences icon in the upper right corner of

the panel.

The options available here will change depending on the type of panel selected. For Table, the Panel

Preferences dialog box lets you set the number of rows displayed, the table's style, and whether or not

the table scrolls, among other options.

8.3 Custom Dashboards

Custom dashboards are pre-created sets of dashboard panels that you customize by adding
columns from the Output view. They are specially designed to work with StreamLab content.
Once you generate these, you can save and modify them as you would any other
dashboards.

Custom dashboards include the following:
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· Bar Graph

· Bouncing Bar Graph

· Bars and Lines

· Map and Table Dashboard

· Parallel Coordinates

· Bollinger Bands

· Scatter Matrix

· Time Series

8.3.1 Bar Graph

A bar graph shows each numerical row as a bar. The Bar Graph dashboard displays each
numerical column regardless of its range. Data will be most useful if columns are in
comparable ranges.

A bar graph dashboard shows two frames:

1. A table listing all data from the stream.

2. A bar graph using data from all numerical columns.
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As with other panels, you can set preferences for the bar graph panel by clicking the Preferences icon. 

This panel is built with Chart.js and is highly customizable. For example, this panel has a bar border

width field that specifies the border width to use when drawing the bars. These properties can be a single

value, such as 2, or a comma-separated list, like 2,3,2. Single values apply to all the data columns,

while a list applies to each data column in turn. So if there are columns alpha, beta, gamma, and delta,

and the bar border width is 2,3,2, the bar corresponding to the beta column would have a border width of

3 while the other bars would have a border width of 2.

This feature is most useful for properties that specify a color. You can specify a list of colors explicitly,

such as red,green,blue, or rgba(255,0,0,1.0),rgba(0,255,0,1.0),rgba(0,0,255,1.0). You may also access

the palettes provided by Rickshaw http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/ by entering a value like

palette(colorwheel,1.0). colorwheel can be any of the Rickshaw palettes: classic9, colorwheel, cool,

munin, spectrum14, spectrum2000, spectrum2001. 1.0 is the alpha value to apply to the colors.

If you enable Advanced Options, you can edit the options portion of the Chart.js spec as a
JSON object. You can learn more about customizing panels with Chart.js by looking at the
Chart.js documentation at http://www.chartjs.org/docs/.

http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/
http://www.chartjs.org/docs/
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8.3.2 Bars Over Time

The Rows Over Time panels all use the rows' ROWTIMES (their timestamps) to display data
as it streams. These panels use ROWTIME as the domain (usually, this is the x axis). All
numerical columns, such as "number of web logins" or "number of phone logins" are
displayed as the range (the y axis).

Bouncing bar graphs are similar to bar graphs but have a bouncing animation. A Bouncing
Bar Graph dashboard shows three panels:

1. A table listing all data from the stream.

2. Two bar graphs with a bouncing animation 

You can remove or add panels through the Dashboards menu, available by clicking the
SQLstream icon in the upper right corner of the panel). You can also clone any of the panels.

Bar Chart

A bar graph shows each numerical row as a bar. s-Dashboard displays each numerical column

regardless of its range. Data will be most useful if columns are in comparable ranges.
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As with other panels, you can set preferences for the bar graph panel by clicking the Preferences icon. 

This panel is built with Chart.js and is highly customizable. For example, this panel has a bar border

width field that specifies the border width to use when drawing the bars. These properties can be a single

value, such as 2, or a comma-separated list, like 2,3,2. Single values apply to all the data columns,

while a list applies to each data column in turn. So if there are columns alpha, beta, gamma, and delta,

and the bar border width is 2,3,2, the bar corresponding to the beta column would have a border width of

3 while the other bars would have a border width of 2.

This feature is most useful for properties that specify a color. You can specify a list of colors explicitly,

such as red,green,blue, or rgba(255,0,0,1.0),rgba(0,255,0,1.0),rgba(0,0,255,1.0). You may also access

the palettes provided by Rickshaw http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/ by entering a value like

palette(colorwheel,1.0). colorwheel can be any of the Rickshaw palettes: classic9, colorwheel, cool,

munin, spectrum14, spectrum2000, spectrum2001. 1.0 is the alpha value to apply to the colors.

If you enable Advanced Options, you can edit the options portion of the Chart.js spec as a
JSON object. You can learn more about customizing panels with Chart.js by looking at the
Chart.js documentation at http://www.chartjs.org/docs/.

http://code.shutterstock.com/rickshaw/
http://www.chartjs.org/docs/
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8.3.3 Bars Over Key

Panels that use the key column as the domain, and the other numerical columns as the
range. These panels are useful for data that groups into a limited number of major categories,
such as cities, departments, product categories, teams, and so on.

A bar and line dashboard shows two frames:

1. A bar graph using data from all numerical columns entered

2. A line graph that plots a numerical value against time. You need to enter at least one
timestamp for in the Line Plot Column field or the dashboard will fail.

You can remove or add panels through the Dashboards menu, available by clicking the
SQLstream icon in the upper right corner of the panel). You can also clone any of the panels.

The loaded dashboard looks as follows:

Bars Over Time

Bars Over Time displays each key category (such as a city) as a group of bars (all the
numerical columns in rows grouped by the key, such as all ATMs in San Francisco).

This panel is highly customizable with Panel Preferences. You can change the bars'
orientation, color, width, as well as other options. Because this panel is built using Chart.js,
you can also edit Chart.js options directly to customize the panel further.
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8.3.4 Bollinger Bands

The Bollinger Bands analytic lets you calculate averages on a column of numerical data.

Because StreamLab works with streaming data, you first need to designate a window across
which you will perform the calculation. Windows can be sliding or tumbling and designated as
a numeric time frame (from milliseconds to days).

Bollinger Bands consist of:

· an moving average (avg) over a given period T.

· an upper band at K times an T-period standard deviation above the moving average (avg +
Kσ)

·

Kσ)

StreamLab also lets you define inner and outer values for the upper and lower bands.

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bollinger_Bands for more details.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bollinger_Bands
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Implementing a Bollinger Bands Analytic

To generate a Bollinger Bands analytic:

1. Select a mode for the average, sliding or tumbling. (See definitions below.) 

2. Select a length and unit for the window over which the average will be calculated,
such as "1 hour" or "15 minutes."

3. Select a column to aggregate. This column must contain numerical data. 

4. Select a type of average: AVERAGE, AVERAGE with one band, or AVERAGE with
two bands.

5. Configure standard deviation for bands (if necessary).

6. Enter a prefix for the new column(s).

7. Click the + icon to add the command to the Guide script.

8. The results of the script appear in the Output View window.
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Using Sliding Windows with Bollinger Bands

All streaming rows have a timestamp called ROWTIME. This means that you can tell
StreamLab "average all the rows in the past hour" or "average all the rows in the past minute"
and so on. Long window frames may affect performance, so experiment accordingly.

Sliding windows display data continuously. Each row contains averages for the specified time
period. 

Using Tumbling Windows with Bollinger Bands

This data window also uses ROWTIME, and lets you tell StreamLab  "average data for an
hour, then clear data, then give me data for the next hour," at, for example, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM,
4:00 PM, and so on.

8.3.5 Map and Table Dashboard

To use maps, you need to obtain and install either a Google Maps or MapBox api key before
maps can be used. See the topic Using Google Maps and OpenStreetMaps Tiles with
StreamLab for more information.

The Map and Table dashboard displays two frames: 

1. A table listing all data from the stream.

2. A World Events map visualization panel displaying the locations of latitude-longitude
pairs.

You can remove or add panels through the Dashboards menu, available by clicking the
SQLstream icon in the upper right corner of the panel). You can also clone any of the panels.

By default, the Map panel is generated as an World Events map visualization panel. Once you
set it up, you can convert the World Events map visualization panel into a more sophisticated
Pan & Zoom Map visualization panel.
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To generate a Map and Table dashboard:

1. Select the Map and Table tab in the Custom Dashboard commands.

2. Select columns for Latitude and Longitude. In order for the map to work properly, you
need to verify that these columns map to real-world locations (the person managing
your data should be able to verify this for you). 

3. Select a column for Value. This text appears when you mouse over an event on the
map.

4. Select a column for ID. StreamLab uses the id column to group associated events.

5. If desired, select a column for Key. You can use this to color-code events in the Pan
and Zoom map.

6. Click the + icon to add the suggestion to the Script.

7. Click the Dashboard icon in the script. The icon appears red for custom
dashboards. 

8. The Map and Table dashboard opens.

Once the dashboard opens, you can modify it with panel preferences or by modifying
the layout. 

8.3.5.1 Switching to the Pan and Zoom Panel

The Pan & Zoom Map visualization panel offers a wider range of options than the World
Events visualization panel.
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To switch to the Pan & Zoom Map visualization panel, click the title for the current
visualization panel:

In the Select Panel dialog box, select Geo > Pan & Zoom Map and click Select.

The Pan & Zoom Map visualization panel opens. You can change preferences for the panel by
clicking the Panel Preferences icon in the upper right corner of the panel.

Preferences include:

Maximum time

Maximum Events. Here, you select the maximum number of events to display at once

Whether or not to cluster events. If you deselect this option, all events appear individually.

Google Map Style. Here you can select from Roadmap, Satellite, Terrain, or hybrid.

Diameter Formula. Here you can use the name of a column, or use that column in a
mathematical formula, such as value*10.

Diameter Is. Here you choose pixels or meters for the Diameter Formula.

Display Mode. Choose from the following

· Show all events displays all events up to the maximum defined in Maximum Events,
no matter how old.

· Show all events and trail displays all events, along with a line connecting an event to
its previous location. This is useful for moving vehicles, for example.

· Show most recent event displays only events within the maximum time.
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· Show most recent and trail displays only events within the maximum time, along with
a line connecting an event to its previous location. This is useful for moving vehicles,
for example.

Event Label lets you add a custom label to your map. To do so, enter the name of one of
your columns enclosed in a <%= %>, such as <%= title %>.

Key Color Map lets you customize how events, markers, and trails appear.

8.3.6 Time Series

The Time Series custom dashboard will show all numerical columns in a stream. To exclude
numerical columns from the dashboard, you either need to drop them from the Output view or
convert them to a text type such as VARCHAR (1024). 

All time series appear on the same vertical axis. As a result, if the range of one column is
much higher than the others, smaller-valued columns may not be visible. Note: this applies all
plot and dial panel types.

To generate a Time Series dashboard:

1. Select the Time Series tab in the Custom Dashboard commands.

2. Click the + icon to add the suggestion to the Script.

3. Click the Dashboard icon  in the script.

4. The Time Series dashboard opens.

8.4 Modifying Dashboard Layouts

You can view multiple panels within the same browser by enclosing them in frames. You can then save

these layouts for later use or to share with another user. Layouts are saved when you save the

dashboard. You can also make a copy of the dashboard, as described in the topic Using the Dashboards

Home Page in this guide. That way, you can create a layout that you like, save it, create a copy, and

then modify the original layout in the copied version.
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· Types of Layouts

· Enclosing a Frame within a Layout

· Swapping Panels

· Cloning a Layout Frame

8.4.1 Types of Layouts

<%STREAMLAB_OR_S-DASHBOARD%> has four different types of layouts, which can be used in

combination. For both Horizontal and Vertical, you can additional frames that will be visible to users. For

Main with Sidebar and Main with Bottom Bar, you can add additional frames, but they will not be visible.

They will, however, be available to swap with adjacent panels, as described in the topic Swapping

Panels.

You can also enclose subframes in layouts, to create more complex layouts.

Horizontal:

Vertical: Vertical with two additional frames added:

Main with sidebar: Main with bottom bar:
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Top bar with main:

8.4.2 Enclosing a Frame within a Layout

You can create even more complex dashboard layouts by enclosing embedded frames within layouts.

For example, if you have a Horizontal layout, you could add a Main with Bottom Bar layout to one of the

horizontal frames:

The result is a more complex layout:
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8.4.3 Swapping Panels

You can quickly change the content of a frame by swapping its contents with an adjacent frame.

To do so:

1. Select the frame that you want to swap with another frame.

2. Click the SQLstream menu icon and select Swap with Frame Above or Swap with Frame

Below. If the layout is horizontal, these options will read Swap with Frame Before or Swap with

Frame After.

The frames' contents switch.

8.4.4 Cloning a Layout Frame

You can also clone a frame, including frames with multiple enclosures. This creates a full copy of all

frames, including panel and input preferences. In the screen grab below, a frame enclosing two bar

graphs was cloned. Once you clone frames, you can modify these as you wish. 
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To do so:

1. Select the frame that you want to swap with another frame.

2. Click the SQLstream menu icon and select Clone Frame, Place Copy Before or Clone Frame,

Place Copy After.

8.5 Exporting a Dashboard's URL

Dashboards are streaming applications that can run independent of StreamLab (as long as
they can reach s-Server and s-Server is running.) To export a dashboard's URL for sharing,
click the Export URL icon in the upper right corner of the dashboard: 

A window opens that lets you copy the url to your clipboard, using Ctrl-C (PC) or Option-C
(Mac or Linux).

You can now share the dashboard. It will run independently of StreamLab (even if StreamLab
is shut down).

8.6 Integrating a Dashboard into a Web Page

You can integrate dashboards into a web page using iframes. An iframe embeds another
HTML page into the current page. See https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/iframe for more information on iframes, particularly on
customizing their attributes.

To export a dashboard's URL for sharing in StreamLab, click the Export URL icon in the upper
right corner of the dashboard: 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/iframe
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/iframe
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In s-Dashboard, simply copy the URL from the browser in which you are viewing s-
Dashboard.

<iframe> tags work similarly to <img> tags. 

A very simple page would look something like the following:

<html>

<body>

<h1>My Dashboard</h1>

<!--add whatever content you want to add here-->

<iframe src="http://myserver:5590/dashboard/user/autogen/dash-2015-01-04T09:37:03.003-

5cbcae" height=500>

</iframe>

<!--iframe with link to dashboard-->

</body>

</html>

9 StreamLab Sinks Overview

A sink is a destination for rows of data, usually an external file system, message bus, or
database. In s-Server, a sink consists of a stream and a pump to fill it (a pump moves data
from one location to another. Internally, StreamLab uses sinks to connect pipeline guides with
each other.

From the Sinks page you can create a range of sinks, such as those that write to files,
message buses, or external databases. When you create a sink you define its columns by
name and type (for example, "Temperature" type DOUBLE). 

Once you create sinks, they are available via the route to sink option in pipeline guides. When
you route to a sink from a pipeline guide, you select which columns being output by the
pipeline guide are routed to each columns in your sink. 

You can also create an internal sink automatically from the current output view in a pipeline
guide. See Routing Data to a Sink for more details.

You can add the following types of sinks:

· An External Stream sink streams rows in comma-separated value, BSON, JSON, or XML
form to a File System, MongoDB, Socket, AMQP, Kafka, or AWS Kinesis destination.

· An External Table sink streams rows into a table in an external database. (These must be
created as external connections first. See Adding an External Connection for more details.)

· Existing Guavus SQLstream Stream sinks stream rows to an existing stream in s-Server.
(This must be previously defined.)

· Creating a New Guavus SQLstream Stream as a Sink lets you create a new stream in s-
Server for use as a sink.
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You can use sinks to route data to external datastreams (such as Extensible Common Data
Adapter outputs and external databases). You can also use them as the basis for other
pipeline guides. 

Creating a Sink

You add sinks in the same way you do sources, pipeline guides, or external connections, by
dragging your desired source type from the left hand column into the middle column:

Next, click the newly added sink to configure it. See the following topics for details on
configuring sinks:

· Adding an External Table Sink

· Adding an s-Server Stream Sink
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· Adding an s-Server Table Sink

9.1 Sink Output Types

External data stream sinks require you to select an output type. Output type determines
where the file will be written. This can be the file system, a network socket, AMQP, Kafka, or
Amazon Kinesis.

Using a File System Location as a Sink

Setting up a file system location as a sink is reasonably straightforward: 

1. Enter a location where the file will be written. This location must be accessible by
StreamLab.

2. If desired, enter a prefix and suffix for the file.

3. If desired, change the Filename Date Format for the file. (Files are renamed as they are
rotated.)

4. Indicate how the file should be rotated, by entering either:

· Maximum Bytes per File. Files will be rotated once they reach this size.

· Maximum Time per File. Files will be rotated once you reach the time limit.

Using a Socket as a Sink

Network sockets initiate a connection over TCP or UDP. Connections can be initiated by
remote applications or by StreamLab itself. To tell StreamLab listen to a remote host, use the
Remote Host and Remote Port fields. To have StreamLab serve as a host upon which other
clients will listen, use the Server Host and Server Port fields. 

Connections can optionally be made using IPV6.
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Name Description

Remote Host Hostname to send rows to or receive rows from. You can override this to
'LOCALHOST' to listen to only local connections, or a specific ip address, such as
<168.212.226.204>.

Remote Port Port to send rows to or receive rows from.

Server Host The hostname or IP address to listen upon to send/receive rows (defaults to 0.0.0.0).

Server Port The port to listen upon to send/receive rows.

Socket uses TCP? Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is false (UDP).

Socket uses IPV6? Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

Skip Header True or false; defaults to false. Specifies if the parser should skip the first row of input
files. Usually, you would do this if the first row of data contains column headers.

Using AMQP as a Sink

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP
1.0 works. Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of
messages, while up to 0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings
to exchange messages. As a result of this change, you configure AMQP sinks differently for
1.0 than for up to 0.9.1

Connection Options for AMQP 0.9.1

The AMQP option lets you define a sink with an AMQP 0.9.1 message bus. AMQP stands for
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol, and is an Open Standard for Messaging Middleware.
For more information, see see http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/About+AMQP.

As with other input formats, AMQP simply intakes rows as strings in CSV, XML, or JSON
format.

To set up an AMQP 0.9.1 sink, you need the following pieces of information:

· The hostname or IP address of the AMQP server (defaults to localhost)

· The port of the AMQP server (defaults to 5672)

· The name of the AMQP exchange--the place where AMQP messages are routed.
See https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html for more details.

· The type of AMQP exchange--either fanout, topic, or direct. See
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html for more details.

http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/About+AMQP
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/amqp-concepts.html
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Name Description

Name hostname or IP address of the AMQP server (default localhost)

Port port of the AMQP server (default 5672)

EXCHANGE_TYPE the type of exchange to connect to (default fanout)

EXCHANGE_NAME the name of the exchange to send/receive tuples to/from,
required

To set up an AMQP 1.0 sink, you need the following pieces of information:

· The hostname or IP address of the AMQP server (defaults to localhost)

· The port of the AMQP server (defaults to 5672)

· The queue or topic name. This is a string value that identifies a target object to read
from or to write to. See https://activemq.apache.org/apollo/documentation/amqp-
manual.html for more details.

· User name and password for AMQP server.

As with other input formats, AMQP 1.0 simply intakes rows as strings in CSV, XML, or JSON
format.

Name Description

Name This is the hostname or IP address of the AMQP server. Defaults to localhost.

Port This is the port of the AMQP server. Defaults to 5672.

Queue or Topic String value which identifies a target object to read from or to
write to. 

User ID Required. This is the user ID to use to connect to the AMQP 1.0 server,.

Password Required. This is the password to use to connect to the AMQP 1.0 server.

https://activemq.apache.org/apollo/documentation/amqp-manual.html
https://activemq.apache.org/apollo/documentation/amqp-manual.html
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Using Kafka as a Sink

When you point a sink to Kafka, you can configure a wide range of options for delivering rows
to Kafka:

The following options, which are passed to the Kafka broker, are described in more detail at
http://kafka.apache.org/documentation.html.

http://kafka.apache.org/documentation.html
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Option name Description

TOPIC Kafka topic

Client ID Using this option, you can specify a string to help you identify the
application making calls to the Kafka server.

Partitioner Fully qualified Java classname of Kafka partitioner
Defaults to 
com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.KafkaOutputSink.RoundR
obinPartitioner

Serializer Fully qualified Java classname of Kafka serializer, Defaults to
kafka.serializer.DefaultEncoder

Key Serializer Names a serializer class for keys. If no class is given, Kafka uses

serializer.class. 

Producer Specifies whether messages sent asynchronously in a background
thread. Async lets requests be batched. This helps throughput but
increases the possibility that a failed client machine results in unsent
data. Defaults to async.

Compression Specifies the compression codec for generated data, either "none",
"gzip" and "snappy".

Compressed Topics If you have specified a compression.codec (other than "none"), this
option lets you limit compression to those topics listed in this option.
Empty means apply compression to all topics.

Message Send Retries If enabled, producer will automatically retry a failed send request for a
set number of retries. Note: using this option may, according to Kafka
documentation "lead to duplicates in the case of network errors that
cause a message to be sent but the acknowledgment to be lost."

Request Required Acks If async is enabled in producer.mode, this sets a max time for
buffering data in milliseconds. For example, "100" means "try to batch
together 100ms of messages." Like most buffering, improves
throughput but adds message delivery latency.

Request Timeout Ms When request.required.acks is enabled, this lets you specify how long
the broker should try to bundle the specified number of messages
before sending back an error to the client.

Topic Metadata Refresh By default, the producer refreshes topic metadata along two lines: 
· First, at regular intervals, which defaults to every 600000 ms, or 10

minutes. 
· Second, any time there is a failure, such as a partition missing or

leader not being available. 
This setting lets you change the regular polling interval by specifying a
new interval. If you set this number to a negative, the producer only
refreshes on failure. If you set this number to zero, the producer
refreshes ever time a message is sent (this is not recommended). 
Note: refresh happen only AFTER the message is sent, so if the
producer never sends a message the metadata is never refreshed

Request Timeout If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify an amount
of time to block before dropping messages when the buffer has
reached the value specified in queue.buffering.max.messages. If you
set this option, to 0 events will be enqueued immediately or dropped if
the queue is full. If you set this option to -1, the producer will block
indefinitely.

Max Messages If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify a maximum
number of unsent messages to queue. Once this number is reached,
either the producer must be blocked or data must be dropped.

queue.buffering.max.messages If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify a maximum
number of messages to buffer.

Queue Enqueue Timout If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify an amount
of time to block before dropping messages when the buffer has
reached the value specified in queue.buffering.max.messages. If you
set this option, to 0 events will be enqueued immediately or dropped if
the queue is full. If you set this option to -1, the producer will block
indefinitely.

Batch Messages If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify the number
of messages to send in one batch. With this option enabled, the
producer will wait until either this number of messages are ready to
send or queue.buffer.max.ms is reached.

Send Buffer Size Socket write buffer size.
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Using AWS Kinesis as a Sink

To use AWS Kinesis as a sink, you need to specify at minimum the Kinesis stream name.

Option Name Description

Kinesis Stream Name Required. Name of Kinesis stream to write to. No default.

Kinesis Region Required. Region id of Kinesis region. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_re
gion for more detalis.

Partition ID Optional. Partition id of shard to write to. Defaults to ''. Can be
overwritten by a stream column named PARTITION_ID.

Buffer Size Maximum number of bytes per update request.

Max Retries Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many retries should
be made. Backoff is doubled for each retry up to max. Default is
10.

Initial Backoff Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many milliseconds
to back off initially. Default to 20.

Max Backoff Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many milliseconds
to back off as a maximum. Defaults to 20480.

Max Records Per Request Optional. maximum number of records per update request.
Defaults to 500.

AWS Profile Path See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic Reading from
Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide . Must
point to a credential file on the s-Server file system with the
following format:
[default]

aws_access_key_id = xxx

aws_secret_access_key = yyy

This defaults to '' - which goes to ~/.aws/credentials. 

Note: You need to have an AWS profile set up, and a
configuration file stored on your system, in order to
read from or write to Kinesis. See Setting Up an AWS
Profile Path  in the topic Reading from Kinesis Streams in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide .

AWS Profile Name Optional. Profile name to use within credentials file. Defaults to
default.

Report Frequency Optional. How often to log (in milliseconds) statistics. Defaults to
0, which means "never."

9.2 Adding an External Stream Sink

This sink writes data in CSV (Comma Separated Value), JSON, XML, or BSON to a File
System, MongoDB, Socket, AMQP, Kafka, or AWS Kinesis destination.

1. First, select a sink output type. This could be File System, MongoDB, Socket, AMQP,
Kafka, or AWS Kinesis.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
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2. Configure this source in the top pane. For example, for a socket you need to enter a server
name and port.

3. Start by specifying the s-Server schema and stream names for the sink's stream. By
default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the sink. You can also route pipeline guide
data to the sink later by selecting the Routing Data to a Sink button in a pipeline guide.

4. Next,  fill in the list of columns and their SQL types. Click the + icon to add another column.
Give the column a name, and select its type from the pulldown menu. You can use the
Clipboard to copy column names and types from another form.

5. Use the output selector to choose an output and fill in the parameters to connect to that
source. (This sink uses the Extensible Common Data Adapter to support writing to a
number of different output media.) For more information on the options for ECDA, see the
topic Writing to Files with the ECD Adapter and Agent in the Guavus s-Server Integration
Guide.

6. Click the blue title to save the project. The title returns to white after you click it.

7. Click the Go Up arrow to exit the Add CSV Sink page.

Local vs. Remote

 In this mode the output is accessed directly from s-Server. Files are local to
the s-Server host, and sockets and other network connections are relative to the s-Server
host. When this mode is enabled, StreamLab submits your configuration for this sink directly
to your instance of s-Server.
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 In this mode you can access sinks via a host running the ECDA agent. The
agent is a Java application running on a host other than the s-Server host, configured to read
data from your instance of s-Server. When this mode is enabled, StreamLab configures the
stream that the remote agent will read from. To configure the remote agent,use the Export
Properties button to get the contents of the properties file, and paste this into a new file on the
remote agent server (for example, mysource.props). 

From a command shell on the remote host, run

%$SQLSTREAM_HOME/../clienttools/EcdaAgent.commondataagent.sh --output --props
mysource.props. 

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX/s-Server. 

Everything you've specified here to configure the sink will now apply within the remote agent,
so file names will be local to that host, and sockets and other network connections will be
relative to that host.

CSV Options

The character used to separate columns defaults to comma and can be changed via the
Column Separators(s) field. You can also change the Row Separator, which defaults to 000A.
You can also change the Character Encoding and decide if you want a CSV header
containing the column names to be written.

XML Options

You control the XML format by specifying information in the fields below Character Encoding:

Document elements indicates a list of elements, separated by slashes, to use as the root
of the XML document.
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Row elements indicates a list of elements, separated by slashes, to add for each value
output to the document.

Data elements indicates a list of elements, separated by slashes, to add for each value
output to the document.

Data attributes indicates the name of an attribute to add to the output.

If no value for DATA_ELEMENTS is specified, then the column name is used as an
element name (not an <attribute> name).  So a column named foo would be in an XML
element named /batch/row/foo if no values were specified.

9.2.1 Configuring External Stream Sinks

External Stream sinks make use of s-Server's Extensible Common Data framework. This
framework allows you to read and write rows of data in a range of forms over a range of
input/output formats, including the file system, network sockets, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, and
Kafka. All data is sent as a string in CSV, XML, or JSON format

Using the File System as a External Stream Sink

To read streaming data over the file system, you need two pieces of information:

· The directory in which the file resides.

· A pattern for the file's name. Here, you enter part of the file's name, such as output,
csv, or log. No quotation marks are necessary.

DIRECTORY Directory in which file resides.

FILENAME_PATTERN Regular expression defining which files to read.

Using a Network Socket as a External Stream Sink

To read from a line, CSV, XML, or JSON file over a network socket, you need to configure the
socket connection. You may want to consult with whoever has set up the application with
which StreamLab will connect over the socket.

Network sockets initiate a connection over TCP or UDP. Connections can be initiated by
remote applications or by StreamLab itself. To tell StreamLab listen to a remote host, use the
Remote Host and Remote Port fields. 
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Connections can optionally be made using IPV6.

Name Description

Remote Host Hostname to send rows to or receive rows from. You can override this to
'LOCALHOST' to listen to only local connections, or a specific ip address, such as
<168.212.226.204>.

Remote Port Port to send rows to or receive rows from.

Socket uses TCP? Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is false (UDP).

Socket uses IPV6? Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

Skip Header True or false; defaults to false. Specifies if the parser should skip the first row of input
files. Usually, you would do this if the first row of data contains column headers.

Using MongoDB as a External Stream Sink

Options for Writing to a MongoDB Collection

Option Definition

 URL Fully qualified URL starting with mongodb://  and including, at
minimum, a host name (or IP address or UNIX domain socket).
URL can also include a username and password (these are
passed to the MongoDB instance) and a port number. See
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/connection-string/
for more information.

COLLECTION MongoDB collection to which data will be written.

Using AMQP as a External Stream Sink

To read from a External Stream sink over AMQP, you need to configure the AMQP
connection. AMQP stands for Advanced Message Queuing Protocol, and is an Open
Standard for Messaging Middleware. For more information, see see
http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/About+AMQP. You may want to consult with
whoever has set up AMQP in your environment. 

AMQP 0.9.1 vs 1.0

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP
1.0 works. Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of
messages, while up to 0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings
to exchange messages. As a result of this change, you configure StreamLab for AMQP
differently for 1.0 than for up to 0.9.1

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/connection-string/
http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/About+AMQP
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Name Description

AMQP URL Required. Connection URL for AMQP legacy server. This
includes the server's hostname, user, password, port and so on.
This will differ depending on whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or
a legacy version.

AMQP_LEGACY (AMQP protocol Version 0.9, e.g.,
RabbitMQ)

Format: amqp://<username>:<password>@<clientid>/<profile>?
brokerlist='tcp://<hostname>:<portNumber>'&[ <optionsList> ]
Example: amqp://guest:guest@clientid/default?
brokerlist='tcp://localhost:5672'

AMQP10 (AMQP protocol Version 1.0) -
connectionfactory.localhost:

Format:
amqp://<username>:<password>@<hostname>:<portNumber>?
<optionsList>'
Example: amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-
client&remote-host=default

Single quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may
need to do additional URL escaping depending on your AMQP
implementation.Single quotes must be doubled for SQL
formatting. You may need to do additional URL escaping
depending on your AMQP implementation. The site
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-
amqp/ offers an example of formatting a connection URL.

Destination Required. AMQP 0.9 queue or topic identifier. This can be in the
form <destination prefix>{PARITITION}<destination suffix>.

Partition Expression You should only use this if DESTINATION includes
"{PARTITION}". This should be a dk.brics regular expression,
such as <0-3>.

Queue Size Queue size for parser. Reading only. Defaults to 2. In most
cases, you will not want to change this number.

Acknowledge Mode Optional. Acknowledgment mode that ECDA communicates to
the AMQP 1.0 server. Options are AUTO, MANUAL, or NONE;
defaults to AUTO. Details on these modes are available at
http://docs.spring.io/spring-
integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
Roughly, AUTO asks the container on the AMQP server to
acknowledge once message is completely delivered. MANUAL
means that delivery tags and channels are provided in message
headers, and NONE means no acknowledgments.

Using Amazon Kinesis as a External Stream sink

To read from a External Stream sink over Amazon Kinesis, you need to configure the
Amazon Kinesis connection. 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
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Option Name Description

Kinesis Stream Name Required. Name of Kinesis stream to write to. No default.

AWS Region Required. Region id of Kinesis region. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_re
gion for more detalis.

Kinesis Application Name Identifies client in cloud watch (defaults to sqlstream).

AWS Profile Path See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic Reading from
Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide . 
Must point to a credential file on the s-Server file system with the
following format:
[default]

aws_access_key_id = xxx

aws_secret_access_key = yyy

This defaults to blank, which goes to ~/.aws/credentials. 

Note: You need to have an AWS profile set up, and a
configuration file stored on your system, in order to
read from or write to Kinesis. See Setting Up an AWS
Profile Path  in the topic Reading from Kinesis Streams in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide .

AWS Profile Name Optional. Profile name to use within credentials file. Defaults to
default.

Stream Fanout How many s-Server streams to create with this Kinesis stream.

Initial Position LATEST for latest or TRIM_HORIZON for earliest. Defaults to
LATEST.

Max Records/Get (defaults to -1) if > 0 will read multiple records per request.
(Usually a large number is better.)

Socket Timeout (defaults to -1) if set will override kinesis socket timeout

Agent Name This is the name used in s-Server to refer to this Kinesis
connection. Any unique name is fine.

Using Kafka as a External Stream Sink

To read from a line, CSV, XML, or JSON file over Kafka, you need to configure the connection
to Kafka. Kafka is an open-source, real-time publish-subscribe messaging framework. See
http://kafka.apache.org/ for more details. You may want to consult with whoever has set up
the Kafka messaging system in your environment.

To connect with Kafka, you need two pieces of information:

· The name and port of the Kafka broker (this defaults to localhost:9092, but the source
will not work if a Kafka broker is not working at this location).

· The Kafka topic name from which you are reading.

The other configuration details below help manage the starting point for reading Kafka topics
as well as the amount of data fed to StreamLab.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://kafka.apache.org/
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Format Name Name

Name/Port hostname:port of the Kafka broker. Defaults to localhost:9092. Used for getting
metadata (topics, partitions and replicas). Actual socket connections are
established using the information from this metadata. Use commas to separate
multiple brokers.

Topic Required. Kafka Topic

Starting Time The time to start reading from specified topic. Options are LATEST,
EARLIEST, or a long int representing a timestamp

(milliseconds since epoch). Defaults to LATEST.

Starting Offset When to start reading from (Default is -1) as a long int representing
a timestamp (milliseconds since epoch)

Partition Number of Kafka partition to read from. Defaults to 0.

Buffer Size Buffer size in bytes. Defaults to 1048576.

Fetch Size Fetch size. Defaults to 100000.

9.3 Adding an External Table Sink

This sink inserts into a table in a database server external to s-Server, such as a
PostgreSQL, Oracle, or Terradata database. You should have already defined one or more
connections to external servers in the the External Connections page. You need to define the
connection first because you can use the same connection across multiple external tables,
both as sources and sinks.

To add an External Table Sink:

1. Select the s-Server schema and stream where this sink will reside. By default, StreamLab
uses the project schema for the sink and adds a default prefix to the sink name. This will
be important in order to locate the External Table sink later.

2. Select the external schema and external table names, as they are named in the external
database. If you do not have this information, see the administrator of your external
database.

3. Either

Click the Autofill Columns button to fill in the names and types of all columns in the
external table.

or

Fill in the list of columns and SQL types manually. The column names and types should
match what is defined in the external database. You can use the Clipboard to copy
column names and types from another form.
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4. If desired, indicate a transaction row limit (in number of rows) or transaction time limit (in
milliseconds) for the External Table sink. These specify how many rows are allowed to
accumulate before they are written to the external database.

5. Click the blue title to save the project. The title returns to white after you click it.

6. Click the Go Up arrow to exit the Add External Table Source page.

9.4 Adding an Existing Guavus SQLstream Stream Sink

This sink defines a stream internal to s-Server that serves as a sink. StreamLab creates the
stream in s-Server once you exit the Table Sink page.

Start by selecting the s-Server schema and stream names, then fill in the list of columns and
their SQL types. By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the sink and adds a
default prefix to the stream name.  You can use the Clipboard to copy column names and
types from another form.
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9.5 Creating a New Guavus SQLstream Stream as a Sink

You can also create a new Guavus SQLstream Stream for use as a sink. 

To do so:

1. On the Sinks page, drag a Create a New Guavus SQLstream Stream from the left column
into the center area.

2. Click the newly added Create a New Guavus SQLstream Stream sink. 

The Edit RSS/Atom Source page opens. 

By default, StreamLab uses the project schema for the new source. You can also select a
schema from the pulldown menu on the left.

StreamLab also assigns a default name to the sink. You can edit this name by clicking the
Sink Name field to the right of the Schema pulldown menu.

3. Add columns for the sink. These should be mappable to the source for which this sink will
serve as output.
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9.6 Routing Data to a Sink

When you create a sink, you have the option of choosing a source stream for it. You can also
route data to a sink from within a pipeline guide.

To do so, click the Route to Sink button in the lower right corner of the Pipeline Guide page:

When you do so, a page opens that lets you select a sink and route columns to the sink's
data.
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10 StreamLab SQL Overview

For all projects, you can view the SQL generated by the project, as well as the SQL for
individual pages. To do so, click the SQL Script Log button in the upper right corner of
StreamLab. 

The Guavus SQLstream SQL Log window lists the following:

This project's SQL script. SQL for all script items in the entire project, such as those from
columns parsed with Regex, renamed columns, split columns, extracted columns, and so on.
See Viewing SQL Generated by Guide for more details.

This project's removal script. The removal script consists of the commands to remove
everything created by the project from s-server's catalog, and can be exported separately, or
executed to clean up after a project. See Removing SQL Objects Generated by StreamLab
for more details.
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10.1 Viewing SQL Generated by Guide

As you add commands to guides, the guides generate SQL. When you execute this SQL, the
view is created or modified in your selected schema with the changes shown in the Output
View window.

To view or export SQL, click the View Log button in the upper right corner of the Guides page:

The Log window opens, listing all the SQL that you have generated . You can also run the
SQL again by clicking the Execute button.
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10.2 Removing SQL Objects Generated by StreamLab

You can remove all or part of a project by using the Removal Script. The removal script
consists of the commands to remove everything created by the project from s-server's
catalog, and can be exported separately, or executed to clean up after a project. 

To run a project's Removal Script:

1. Click the View Log button in the upper right corner of the Guides page:

The Goals and Scripts page opens.

2. Click the The Project's Removal Script tab.

The Removal Script page opens.
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3. Click Execute.

The Removal Script runs.

11 StreamLab Goals Overview

Goals guide you through the process of getting a script ready to execute.

If a page or project has unmet goals, it will return errors.  

For all projects, you can goals for the entire project and for each page. To do so, click the

Goals and Scripts button in the upper right corner of StreamLab . 

The Goals and Scripts window lists the following:

Goals for this page. All goals, met and unmet, for the current page. 

Goals for the project. All goals, met and unmet, for the current project. By clicking the arrow
next to a goal, you can open the page containing the goal.
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12 Importing/Exporting StreamLab Projects

You can export projects from the StreamLab Projects Home Page. These export as *.slab
files, and can be imported to any installation of StreamLab  To do so, click the Export Project
as a Package button:

A dialog box opens that lets you choose where to store the file.

In some cases with very large projects, StreamLab may display a “Preparing package file …”
message. 

To start downloading the file, click the link. Once you close the popup, StreamLab deletes the
package on the server.

Once you drag a *slab file into the popup, StreamLab opens the following dialog box:
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StreamLab fills in the dialog with information from the imported project. You can change the
name, title, and project schema for the project. (The name cannot be the name of an existing
project.) 

You can import dashboards as write-protected (the controls to modify the dashboard will not
be displayed). 

To import, click  the Import button. The package will be uploaded to your server and the new
project will appear in the projects list.

Moving StreamLab Projects Manually

StreamLab generates a set of artifacts in its repository. You can manually move project and
dashboard files from one installation of StreamLab to another. Older versions of StreamLab
may not run projects generated in newer versions of StreamLab. With some exceptions, new
versions of StreamLab will run projects generated in older versions.

To move a StreamLab project manually, you simply copy files from one repository to another.
You can also move StreamLab dashboards to either a machine running s-Dashboard or a
machine running another instance of StreamLab.

Moving Repository Files

Files are located in the following directory:

<installation>/repository/_users/user/projects/<projectname>.rose

To move files, copy files from this location to the same location on another user's machine.
Once you do so and start StreamLab, these projects will be available on the Projects page.

Moving Dashboard Files

Dashboard files are located in the following location:

<installation>/repository/user/Dashboards/autogen/*

These are the dashboards the user has created via StreamLab. Each dashboard is two files,
*.json and *.json.rose. 
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· The *.json file can be copied to a machine running s-Dashboard, to be served as a
dashboard. 

· To copy dashboards between StreamLab repositories, you need to copy both the
*.json file and the corresponding *.json.rose file. If need to rename these files, rename
the both with the same name.

13 WebAgent

StreamLab interfaces with s-Server using the s-Server webAgent.

The s-Server webAgent accepts certain HTTP requests which represent SQL queries, and send these

queries to s-Server. The agent replies with the query results as JSON objects.

webAgent functions as a simple, miniature Web server, and is an integral part of Guavus StreamLab and

s-Dashboard. (See json.org for more details on JSON objects.) SQLstream WebAgent is delivered as

part of the SQLstream Client Tools, in the shell script webagent.sh. 

To run WebAgent, you initiate its shell script along the following lines:

webagent.sh –-port <port number> -a -w

When run with no arguments, the WebAgent runs on port 5580 and uses "localhost" and 5570 as the

default host and port for the JDBC connection to s-Server. Each request to WebAgent can specify the s-

Server host and port, so a single instance of WebAgent can communicate with multiple s-Server

instances. See Parameters Common to All Requests Below.

The script accepts the arguments described below.

If the –a flag is given, the server provides a monitoring & testing web application viewable by pointing a

HTML5-capable browser at the root (such as http://localhost:5580). See Using the WebAgent Test Tool.

Otherwise, visiting / returns the same as /status. The /sqlstream and /write requests are disabled by

default. You enable them using the –w flag. This flag must be specified at startup. When running

webAgent as a service, both the test tool and writing to webAgent can be enabled through a script

located at /etc/default/webagentd. See Running Webagentd as a Service for more details.

Browser Requirements

In order to run the \read \write or \sqlstream APIs, you need to be running one of the following browsers:

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or

Apple Safari 7 (or later).
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Webagent.sh Command-Line Options

Option Alias Description

-a --enable-app Enables webAgent Test tool. See Using the WebAgent

Test Tool for more details.

-p <port> --port <port> Selects WebAgent port. Default is 5580

-sn <user> --SQLstream-name <user> Specifies s-Server user name, default is ""

-sp <password> --SQLstream-password

<password>

Specifies s-Server password, default is ""

-su <url> --SQLstream-url <url> Specifies s-Server JDBC URL, default is

"jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570"

-w --enable-write Enables writable services (/sqlstream and /write)

-g <port> --debug <port> Sets a debug port for WebAgent

-v --verbose Enables verbose mode

--help Shows help message

-D<java property> Sets a java property, such as:

webagent.sh -Dwebagent.stream.fetchTimeout=30

or 

webagent.sh -Dwebsocket.maxwaitforwrite=N (where N

is seconds. Default is 10 seconds)

Requests

All of the requests below are appended to an http request, as in 

http://myserver:5580/status

where "myserver:5580"

· /status

· /getmetadata

· /getcolumns

· /get

· /getcontinuous

· /sqlstream
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· /read

· /write

Parameters Common to All Requests

Name Type Default Description

host string localhost s-Server hostname or IP

port number 5570 s-Server port

format string json Format for request. Currently json is only option.

callback string none jsonp callback function name

/status

Requests a status update from WebAgent itself. Includes the amount of memory it is using and lists of

the active threads, WebAgent sessions, and SQLstream connections.

Reply

{"message": <status message>,

 "allocatedMemory": <total memory in the JVM>, 

 "maxMemory": <maximum memory available to the JVM>, 

 "freeMemory": <free memory in the JVM>, 

 "threads": [<list of thread names>],

 "sessions": [<list of WebAgent session IDs>],

 "connections": [<list of SQLstream connections>]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/status

Reply

{"message":"OK","maxMemory":129957888,"allocatedMemory":85000192,"freeMemory":78921232

,"threads":["main","Poller SunPKCS11-Darwin","HashSessionScavenger-0","qtp1405643749-

13 Acceptor0 SocketConnector@0.0.0.0:5580 STARTED","qtp1405643749-14","qtp1405643749-

15","qtp1405643749-16","qtp1405643749-17","qtp1405643749-18","qtp1405643749-

19","qtp1405643749-20"],"sessions":[],"connections":[]}

/getmetadata

Requests metadata for the contents of the SQLstream catalog. Replies with a list of the SQL objects

present, either for the entire catalog or for a specified schema.
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Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string all schemas restrict output to given schema

Reply Format

{"host": <SQLstream host>,

 "port": <SQLstream port>,

 "errorcode": <error code>,

 "SQLstate": <SQL state code>,

 "exceptionClass": <exception thrown>,

 "message": <error message>,

 "sqlobjects": [

{"schema": <schema name>,

       "name": <object name>,

       "type": <type name>

},

  … ]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getmetadata

Reply

{"host":"myserver","port":5570,"errorCode":0,"SQLState":"00000","exceptionClass":"","m

essage":"","sqlobjects":

[{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"FrequentLocationsDescCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"HitsPerHourCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"HitsPerLocationCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamLFAd","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LocationStream_","type":"STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamRaw","type":"STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamValid","type":"VIEW"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamWithLocation","type":"VIEW"},]}

/getcolumns

Requests metadata for the columns of a SQLstream object. 

Note: the precision and scale values returned for numerical columns are not correct. As an alternative,

you can use /getcontinuous to get the column info and then close the session immediately

with /endcontinuous.
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Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (stream, view, table, etc.)

Reply Format 

"columns": [
{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,
       "type": <SQL type of column>,
       "precision": <SQL precision>,
       "scale": <SQL scale>,
       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},
  … ]

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcolumns?schema=SALES&sqlobject=BIDS

Reply

{"columns":

[{"name":"time","index":1,"type":"BIGINT","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"ticker","index":2,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":5,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"shares","index":3,"type":"INTEGER","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":true},]

}

/get

Retrieves the contents of a static table. 

If includecols is false (default) the rows will be output as an array of arrays, one per row. If true, the rows

will be an array of objects, each with properties matching the column names for the stream. 
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Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (table, view, etc.)

includecols Boolean false Include column names in rows; rows will be objects instead of

arrays

timeout int 15 Optional. Timeout can be by this parameter for a single /get

request, if no parameter has been set by the java property

webagent.stream.fetchTimeout

Reply Format

If includecols is false:

    [[row as array], …]

If includecols is true:

    [{row as object}, …]

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/get?schema=SALES&sqlobject=EMPS

Reply

[[100,"Fred",10,"","",30,25,"Abc",true,false],

[110,"Eric",20,"M","San Francisco",3,80,"Abc",null,false],

[120,"Wilma",20,"F","",1,50,"",null,true],

[110,"John",40,"M","Vancouver",2,null,"Xyz",false,true]]

Request

http://myserver:5580/get?schema=SALES&sqlobject=EMPS&includecols=true

Reply

[{"EMPID":30,"MANAGER":false,"NAME":"Fred","AGE":25,"DEPTNO":10,"PUBLIC_KEY":"Abc","EM

PNO":100},

{"EMPID":3,"MANAGER":false,"NAME":"Eric","AGE":80,"DEPTNO":20,"PUBLIC_KEY":"Abc","GEND

ER":"M","CITY":"San Francisco","EMPNO":110},

{"EMPID":1,"MANAGER":true,"NAME":"Wilma","AGE":50,"DEPTNO":20,"PUBLIC_KEY":"","GENDER"

:"F","CITY":"","EMPNO":120}]

/getcontinuous

Initiates a session for continuous HTTP GETs from a SQLstream stream or view. The schema and SQL

object are required parameters. You can use additional parameters, which are listed below, to control the

minimum and maximum number of rows returned per request, how often to poll s-Server, and how long to

wait before timing out. The response includes a session ID used when reading rows (see /getcontinuous/
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:sessionid below) along with status indicators and a list of the columns in the SQL object. 

Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (stream, view, etc.)

minrows integer 64 minimum # of rows in buffer before a reply is sent

maxrows integer 512 maximum # of rows in a reply

poll integer (seconds) 2 how often to poll SQLstream for rows

timeout integer (seconds) 30 maximum time for reply. A reply containing 0 to minrows-

1 rows will be sent after this period.

maxqueue integer 8192 maximum # of rows retained in queue

skiprows boolean true Controls what happens when the queue is full. If true, old

rows are discarded. If false, we assume the client has

abandoned the session, and subsequent reads will

indicate an error.

includecols Boolean false Include column names in rows; rows will be objects

instead of arrays

Reply Format

{"host": <SQLstream host>,

 "port": <SQLstream port>,

 "schema": <name of schema>,

 "sqlobject": <name of SQL object>,

 "sessionid": <unique session ID>, 

 "errorcode": <error code>,

 "SQLstate": <SQL state code>,

 "exceptionClass": <exception thrown>,

 "message": <error message>,

 "columns": [

{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "type": <SQL type of column>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcontinuous?schema=SALES&sqlobject=BIDS
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Reply

{"host":"myserver","port":5570,"schema":"SALES","sqlobject":"BIDS","sessionid":"3ccd34

2f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-

95f1c385673f","errorCode":0,"SQLState":"00000","exceptionClass":"","message":"","colum

ns":

[{"name":"ROWTIME","index":1,"type":"TIMESTAMP","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":fal

se},

{"name":"time","index":2,"type":"BIGINT","precision":19,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"ticker","index":3,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":5,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"shares","index":4,"type":"INTEGER","precision":10,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"price","index":5,"type":"REAL","precision":7,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"expiryMs","index":6,"type":"BIGINT","precision":19,"scale":0,"nullable":true}

,

{"name":"comment","index":7,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":1024,"scale":0,"nullable":tru

e}]}

/endcontinous

Given a session ID as returned by /getcontinuous, close the session.

Reply Format

{"error": <error code>,

 "message": <error message>

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/endcontinuous/3ccd342f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-95f1c385673f

Reply

{"error":0, "message":""}

/getcontinous/:sessionid

Given a session ID as returned by /getcontinuous, read from SQLstream. If at least minrows are queued

before the timeout expires, you get a reply containing an error code and the rows as an array of arrays.

After the timeout, you get a reply containing 0 to minrows – 1 rows.

If skiprows is true, webAgent will read continuously from SQLstream and discard old rows to prevent

more than maxqueue rows from accumulating. 

If skiprows is false, webAgent stops reading when the queue is full. 

The client then has 16 times the timeout period to request data from this session, if no request is made

in that time the session is abandoned and subsequent requests will return an error.

If ‘includecols’ is false (default) the rows will be output as an array of arrays, one per row. If true, the rows

will be an array of objects, each with properties matching the column names for the stream.
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Reply Format

{"error": <error code>,
 "message": <error message>,
 "rowCount": <rows in this response>,
 "rows": [
      [<rows values as array>]

  … ]
 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcontinuous/3ccd342f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-95f1c385673f

Reply

{"error":0, "message":"", "rowCount":144,"rows":

[

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327361539418,"MSFT",593,18.66,13323515,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327359486053,"MSFT",443,15.18,13335116,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327356654079,"SQLS",677,16.12,16721538,"sample comment C-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327361469393,"MSFT",401,16.9,4142586,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327363275810,"ADBE",465,16.43,8830800,"sample comment A-

1"],

…
]}

Note: If no rows are available, the result will be {"error": 0, "message": "", "rowCount": 0}  If the session

ID is invalid or the session has been abandoned, the result will be {"error": 1, "message": "invalid

session ID", "rowCount": 0}.

/sqlstream

Using this request, you can send SQL commands to s-Server through a websocket. The socket you get

from /sqlstream accepts SQL commands and returns the result. This functions roughly like using the

SQLline client through a websocket. 

To use /sqlstream, you submit an http request to open a socket and receive a unique ID, which is used

to construct a websocket URL, as above, as in 

ws:///ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f

Once you submit a http://myserver:5880/sqlstream request, the return message contains the path for the

websocket. The websocket accepts messages consisting of a token  and a SQL command. The token is
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used to identify the reply, is generated by your client, and might be a string containing a serial number,

for example. The reply will contain the same token and the response from s-Server.

Note: This option is enabled only if the –w or –-enable-write option was specified at startup.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet

Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or

later).

Name Type Default Description

user string user name (currently ignored)

password string user password (currently ignored)

Reply Format

{"success": <true if authorized and websocket opened>, "ws": <path for websocket>}

Example

http://myserver:5580/sqlstream

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path>

Example:

ws:///ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f

Receive

If the result contains a table (if the SQL was a SELECT statement):

{"token": <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 "nrows": <number of rows in result>

 "columns": [

{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "type": <SQL type of column>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ],

  "rows": [

      [<rows values as array>]

   … ]

}

Otherwise, only the number of rows affected is sent:

{"token": <token corresponding to SQL command>,
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 "nrows": <number of rows affected by statement>}

If there is an error with the statement, the error is also returned:

{"token": <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 "nrows": 0,

 "error": <SQL error message>}

/read

Requests a websocket for receiving rows from SQLstream. The /read socket accepts SQL SELECT

statements and replies with a JSON record describing the columns of the table/stream, then each of the

rows of the table or stream as separate JSON records.

· To open or close and reopen a stream, send the SQL Select statement as the command. 

· To stop a stream, send "stop" as the command. 

Using the Multiplex Option

By default, each socket supports one query at a time. In order to combine multiple queries over the

same websocket, you can add the multiplex parameter to the /read URL and set it to true. Each query

must then be accompanied by an arbitrary string tag or "token". Sending a new query with an existing

token cancels the old query associated with that token, then starts the new query. The rows received will

arrive inside an object that includes the token, and the token will be included in all other messages

(which are already JSON objects). 

Note: This option is preferable to opening multiple websockets.

Process

You may send a non-streaming select statement to read from a table or view on a table. The response

will be the column info for the table followed by each of the rows of the table, each as a separate

message. This stops any stream select that may have been running, so no further output will be sent

until another select statement is sent. If multiplexing is enabled, you will receive an end-of-table

message when the table has been exhausted. You may select from the same table multiple times, the

full table will be sent each time (in contrast, if you issue a select stream command and then issue the

same command again, you will not get a new columns description, you will continue to get rows from the

same stream.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet

Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or

later).
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Parameters

Nam

e

Typ

e

Def

aul

t

Description

user strin

g

user name (currently ignored)

pass

word

strin

g

user password (currently ignored)

multip

lex

bool

ean

fals

e

Enables multiplexing option

Command Options

Option Default Description

token undefined Should be provided with all commands sent on sockets with multiplexing enabled.

This token identifies responses pertaining to the SELECT statement. Rows return as

JSON objects that include the token as well as the row array. You need to send a

unique token, because existing SELECT statements on this socket that have the same

token (or no token) will be stopped.

skip false If true, enables load shedding so that rows are skipped when the load is above the

defined loadLimit. If no token is provided for the SELECT statement, the client receives

rows as arrays and skipped rows just won’t be sent. If a token is provided, the client

will receive JSON objects that include a skipped property which indicates the number

of rows that were skipped since the last row was sent.

If false, back pressure can build up in the s-Server pipeline if the messages are

delayed in the network or not accepted by the webclient.

loadLimit The limit to the number of row sends that haven’t completed. If skip is true and the

load reaches this level, WebAgent will start skipping rows. 

If the load reaches this level and skip is false, the agent will block, but at the time

defined by maxwaitforwrite it will presume the webclient is dead and will close the

websocket.

maxwaitforwrite is set on the webagent commandline by -

Dwebsocket.maxwaitforwrite=N where N is seconds. Default is 10 seconds.

Reply

{"success": <true if authorized and websocket opened>, "ws": <path for websocket>}
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Example

http://myserver:5580/read

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

http://localhost:5580/read?multiplex=true

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path>

Send

{"command": <SQL select statement>|stop|""}

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"BIDS\"", "token": 1}

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"ASKS\"",

 "token": 2,

 "skip": true,

 "loadLimit": 12

}

Example:

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"BIDS\""}

Receive

Once, each time a new SELECT statement is sent:

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

{"columns": [    

{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "type": <SQL type of column>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ]}

For each row in the stream:

[<value>,<value> …]

For each row in the stream (multiplexing):

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

 "skipped": <number of rows skipped due to load shedding>,

 "row": [<value>,<value> …]

}

At the end of a table select (must be multiplexing):
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{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

 "total_skipped": <total number of rows skipped due to load shedding>,

 "total_rows": <total number of rows in table>

}

If an error occurs with the SQL statement:

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

{"errorcode": <some non-zero value>,

 "message": <error message>

/write

Requests a websocket for sending rows to SQLstream. Once you receive the websocket, the client

sends a message containing a SQL INSERT statement to open and configure the stream and then

sends subsequent messages each containing a single row. A message with "stop" as the command

closes the stream. 

Note: This option is enabled only if the –w or –-enable-write option was specified at startup.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet

Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or

later).

Reply

{"success": <true if authorized and websocket opened>,

 "ws": <path for websocket>}

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/write

Reply

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path> 

Note: wss is currently not implemented.

Send

{"command": <SQL insert statement>|stop|""}

example:

{"command":"insert into \"SALES\".\"BIDS\" (\"ROWTIME\", \"time\", \"ticker\",

\"shares\", \"price\", \"expiryMs\", \"comment\") values (?,?,?,?,?,?,?)"}
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Receive

Once, each time a new INSERT statement is sent:

{"params": [    

{"index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "mode": <insert mode>,

       "type": <SQL type of parameter>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if parameter accepts nulls>

       "signed": <true if parameter is signed>

},

  … ]}

If an error occurs with the SQL statement:

{"errorcode": <some non-zero value>,

 "message": <error message>

}

Send a row

[<value>,<value> …]

example:

["2012-03-09 01:34:56.87",1331262368627,"SQLS",589,19.98,12347529,"sample comment B-2"]

Note: the web UI provided by WebAgent supports specifying a row that will contain random values (it can

also repeatedly send rows at a given interval). The codes it recognizes are:

{{now}} Current time as quoted string

{{nowms}} Current time as integer milliseconds

{{A|B|C}} One of A, B, C

{{x..y}} A random value between x and y

For example, this produces a row similar to the one in the example above: 

[{{now}},{{nowMS}},{{"SQLS"|"APPL"|"PEAR"}},{{940..950}},

{{42.0..44.0}},12347529,"sample comment {{A|B|C}}-{{1..3}}"]

Note that the web UI is doing the substitution. The write socket still expects a standard JSON array.
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14 Customizing the Scrutinizer

The StreamLab scrutinizer uses a series of Java jars that run on the s-Server webAgent. You
can customize the Scrutinizer by writing your own recognizers and split counters. You write
these as Java interfaces, extending or implementing one of two Java interfaces:

SplitCounter. Split counters will try and split a cell value and return a count of how many
times it can be split. 

Recognizer. Recognizers are used to identify different kinds of formats, values and objects
of a particular cell in a row.

The methods for both are spelled out in the Scrutinizer Javadoc, located at
scrutinizer_api/index.html

Loading Jars into webAgent

When webAgent runs, it checks recognizer.properties and splitcounters.properties, then tries to
load classes listed in these files into the instance.

To load a new jar into web agent, you need to:

1. Add the jar to recognizer.properties or splitcounters.properties.

2. Add jars to webAgent's classpath. You do so using the -cp command, along the
following lines:

webagent.sh -cp newSplitter.jar:newRecognizer.jar

Once you do so, StreamLab will begin scrutinizing files using the new scrutinizers.

Examples

We provide two examples below, one of a comma-based splitter (as well as
BaseSplitCounter) and one of a recognizer for latitudes.

Splitter Example: CommaSVSplitCounter

The example below counts how many times a column can be split on commas.

package com.sqlstream.webagent.scrutinizer.autosplitter;

public class CommaSVSplitCounter extends BaseSplitCounter {

    @Override

    public int count() {

        return xSVcount(this.cell, '.');

    }

    @Override

    public String getShortName() {

        return "csv";

    }
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    @Override

    public String getLongName() {

        return "Comma-Separated Values (CSV)";

    }

    @Override

    public String getType() {

        return "vclp";

    }

    @Override

    public String getTextTrue() {

        return "CSV (comma-separated values)";

    }

    @Override

    public String getSeparatorSQL() {

        return "','";

    }

    @Override

    public String getEscapeSQL() {

        return "u&'\\005C'";

    }

    @Override

    public String getQuoteSQL() {

        return "'\"'";

    }

}

BaseSplitter

The following is the code for BaseSplitter.

package com.sqlstream.webagent.scrutinizer.autosplitter;

/**

 * BaseSplitCounter works as a helper class that provides support for future

 * splitcounters. 

 * 

 * @author federico.wachs@sqlstream.com

 *

 */

public abstract class BaseSplitCounter implements SplitCounter {

    protected String cell;

    public void _prepare(String cell) {

        this.cell = cell;

    }

    public void _clear() {

        this.cell = null;

    }

    protected int xSVcount(String str, char delim) {

        int n = str.length();

        if(n < 1) return 0;
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        int count = 0;

        char quote = '"';   

        char esc = '\\';   

        boolean inQuote = false;

        boolean inEscape = false;

        for(int i=0; i < n; i++) {

            char c = str.charAt(i);

            if(inEscape) 

                inEscape = false;

            else if(inQuote) {

                if(c == quote) 

                    inQuote = false;

            } else {

                if(c == esc) 

                    inEscape = true;

                else if(c == quote)

                    inQuote = true;

                else if(c == delim)

                    count++;

            }

        }

        return count+1;

    }

}

Recognizer Example: LatitudeRecognizer

The code below checks columns for a latitude pattern.

package com.sqlstream.webagent.scrutinizer.recognizer;

public class LatitudeRecognizer extends NumberRecognizer {

    @Override

    public boolean test() {

        return this.getFloat() != null && this.getFloat() >= -90

                && this.getFloat() <= 90;

    }

    @Override

    public String getShortName() {

        return "latitude";

    }

    @Override

    public String getLongName() {

        return "Column contains latitudes";

    }

    @Override

    public String getTextTrue() {

        return "contains latitudes";

    }

}
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15 Troubleshooting StreamLab

If you're experiencing difficulty with StreamLab, we recommend trying the following steps:

1. Check the Last Run page for errors and re-execute scripts if necessary. If you're in
the Guide or on one of the Sources pages, click the Last Run button (top right corner in the
Guide, to the right of the Sample 5 button on a Source page). Check the Last Run page for
errors. In a Guide, you can also re-execute the current script from here (in a Source, press
the Sample 5 button again). 

2. Try submitting the entire project. StreamLab is submitting your SQL to s-Server
incrementally, focusing on the page you're currently on. Sometimes it helps to submit the
entire project to sync things up: Goals & Scripts button > Entire Project > The project's
SQL script > Execute. Of course, check for errors when this is running too. 

3. Check to make sure you don't have other instances of StreamLab or dashboards
open. If you're getting errors about not being able to drop something because it's in use,
check to make sure you don't have any dashboards or other instances of StreamLab
open. Sometimes StreamLab itself can get out of sync and will be holding something
open. A good tactic at this point is to save your project (click on the project title at the very
top) and then refresh the web page. 

4. Drop all connections to webAgent. If you are still getting errors regarding things being
open, the easiest way to drop all connections is to restart the webAgent (by running a
command like sudo service webagentd restart). Of course, if other people are accessing your
instance of s-Server, they will lose connection, but if you are the only user, this is the
quickest way to drop all connections.  

5. Make sure that webAgent is running in -w mode. If you are running webAgent as a
service, it should run in -w mode by default.

6. Use color coding to identify possible SQL type conflicts. If you are getting other
errors, they may be s-Server errors caused by the script you have built so far. Some
problems are due to SQL types being wrong. Use the color coding in the header of the
Guide's output table to help identify possible conflicts. The border color for a column's
header cell indicates the data type StreamLab's Scrutinizer sees in the data, while the
background indicates the SQL type for the column. If a column's border and background
don't match and you are using that column, there's a good chance you need to perform a
Basic>Cast operation on it first. 

7. Try deleting operations from the script. Any other errors may be due to the steps
you've added to the script. Try deleting operations until it works again. You only have to
attend to errors shown in red in the Last Run log, StreamLab knows to ignore certain
errors and shows those in gray.

8. Check s-Server's error logs. If you are not getting any errors and data's not flowing,
even after re-executing the whole project, you may need to check s-Server's error logs
(/var/log/sqlstream/Trace.log.0). If there are errors there and you can't fix them by
modifying your script in StreamLab please contact support.
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Note: StreamLab itself does not log errors to a trace log.

16 Appendix A: Installing StreamLab on the Command Line

You can also install in text mode, which does not display the graphical installation wizard. To
do so, enter 

sudo ./StreamLab-X.Y.Z-x64.run --mode text

where X.Y.Z represent the release and version numbers, as in SQLstream-StreamLab-
2.0.0.run. 

Note: substitute sStudio or clienttools to install either as a standalone in text mode.

Note: if you are logged in as a super user, you do not need to include "sudo".

The text-mode installer performs the same steps as the graphical one, but displays its
prompts and messages in the console window.

By default, the installer will run in graphical mode, GTK. If this is not possible, it will run in
xwindow mode.

If there is no graphical environment available it will fall back to text mode. 

Viewing Options for Command-line Installation

There are command-line options to perform all of the functions available in the GUI version.
For a list of the command-line options and their meanings, type 

./<installername> --help

Option Description Default

--help Display this list of options.

--optionfile <optionfile> Installation option file Default: None

--mode <mode> Installation mode Default: gtk
Allowed: gtk xwindow text unattended

--installer-language <installer-
language> 

Language selection Default: en
Allowed: sq ar es_AR pt_BR bg ca hr cs da nl en
et fi fr de el he hu it ja ko lv lt no pl pt ro ru sr
zh_CN sk sl es sv th zh_TW tr va cy

--prefix <prefix> Installation Directory Default: /opt/sqlstream/2.0.1.14226

--startStreamlabService
<startStreamlabService> 

Start the streamlabd
service. 1 for yes, 0 for no.

Default: 1

--createStreamlabService
<createStreamlabService> 

Create the streamlabd
service. 1 for yes, 0 for no.

Default: 1

--startStreamLabServer
<startStreamLabServer> 

Start the StreamLab server
after installing

Default: true
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17 Appendix B: Rose Server API

The rose server supports a simple API. 

NOTE: Wherever <user> is included in the URL, this represents the rose username. At the
moment only one user is supported (called ‘user’).

Supported options include:

Routes Op Returns

/_help Get HTML – help for the rose api

/_project/<user>/<project> Get JSON project definition (The rose file, not the
slab file, so excludes all dashboards)

/_projects/<user> Get JSON array of project elements for the user

/_project_script/<user>/<project> Get SQL - entire project script for the user

/_project_start/<user>/<project> Get SQL – script to start project pumps

/_project_stop/<user>/<project> Get SQL – script to stop project pumps

/_project_removal/<user>/<project> Get SQL – script to drop project

/_download/<user>/<project> Get JSON – the project slab file
Must run /_project_export first

/_project_export/<user>/<project> Get JSON containing the _download URL
Must be run before  /_download

/_project_dashboards/<user>/<project name> Get Returns a shell script with embedded
dashboards:
· Pipe this into bash to get them separated
· Dashboards need to have been actually

materialized in StreamLab (by viewing them)
· Dashboards need to have been saved
· The StreamLab project must have been saved

after the dashboard is saved

/_project_export_delete/<user>/<project> Get Deletes the slab file that is created on the rose
server by /_project_export

/_project_rename/<user>/<project>/<newname> Get Renames the project; does NOT change the
project schema.
Returns ‘false’ (meaning success) or an error
message

Entrypoint Type Post document contains

/_project/<user>/<project> Post JSON project to be uploaded

Entrypoint Type Result

/_project/<user>/<project> Del Delete the project

Examples
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First, there is currently only one user defined for StreamLab called ‘user’.

To get the project SQL from a project called t which is saved on localhost:

curl -o t.sql http://localhost:5585/_project_script/user/t

To get the dashboards for a project called buses:

curl http://localhost:5585/_project_dashboards/user/buses | bash

These APIs can easily be packaged into a script to save SQL, JSON and SLAB files into a
suitable location (including into source control)

They do not require the user to login to the StreamLab server command line, or to have any
specific software installed.

Wget may be used as an alternative to curl

Can be automated.

Provides options for loading project components into a remote StreamLab or s-Server
instance (so it is easy for example to build that into a docker or vagrant startup)

Limitations

The rose server has to be up and running for these components to be extracted. To use
these with source control, you will either need to export them all from the development
environment into source control or:

· Export and source control only the SLAB file (which includes everything) from
developmentcat b

· At deployment time, run a rose server simply to break down the SLAB file into the
components needed for runtime

The dashboard export assumes that the caller is running in a Linux environment. For many
Windows users, a Cygwin or Linux shell may be available.

Dashboard Information

When you export dashboards they have auto-generated names.

For example, within StreamLab the dashboard may be given a generated URL like:

http://localhost:5590/dashboard/user/autogen/dash-2019-11-09T11:18:10.842-f50a0c

When extracted using /_project_dashboards the name is flattened to:

autogen-dash-2019-11-09T11:18:10.842-f50a0c.json

If you want meaningful names to appear in the s-Dashboard menu, you will need to add some
kind of file rename mechanism to your extract script

Dashboard also include no reference to the StreamLab project name or pipeline name or the
type of dashboard included. That is, the dashboard does not indicate whether it is a "quickie"

http://localhost:5585/_project_script/user/t
http://localhost:5585/_project_dashboards/user/buses
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dashboard generated from a step in a pipeline (the grey icon available in each step) or a
dashboard defined as a step in a pipeline (the pink eye icon). In the first case, the existence of
the dashboard is indicated by turning the light grey eye icon dark grey. In the second case the
icon is turned pale pink when the dashboard is generated, and then a darker pink once the
dashboard has been saved.
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